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PREFACE 
Kot only has the South been the scene of widespread literary 
aotivity within the past twenty-fire years but it has also been the 
looale of a new trend of development, a eultural renaissance both in 
and outside the literary field* This new birth — one of liberalism^ — 
has had its effeots upon the Begro in and outside the seotion* 
Aware of the large rural area, the rast Begro population, and the 
present low status of the blaok man in the state of Mississippi, the 
writer has been espeoially interested in finding if the white authors 
of Mississippi hare been affected by liberalism in their treatment of 
Begro oharaoter, and in seeing to what degree they are influenced by the 
existing prejudices* In order to determine these factors, an analysis 
has been made of the State flot ion from 1920 to 1946* The conclusions 
arrived at were determined by the following types of evidenoet what 
Begro oharaoters themselves said) what the white characters said about 
them through interpolations} what the author said} the way in which he 
delineated his Begro characters} and by the general trend of the novel* 
This thesis is a part of a larger project, The Study of the Begro 
in Reoent Southern Fiction, already begun by the Atlanta University 
English Department* The states that have been treated in theses are 
Georgia, Louisiana, Borth Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee* 
Aside from the above-mentioned investigations, the Begro oharaoter — 
though the subjeot of detailed disousslon in numerous articles and books — 
has not been treated in the narrow confinement of the present study, that 
is, of a single state and a brief period of twenty-six years* 
^Virginius Dabney, Liberalism in the Bew South (Chapel Hill, 1932), 
p. 253* 
ii 
The basis of identifying an author with a state is two-fold* nati¬ 
vity and residence* In a case in which the author is claimed by more 
than one state, birth takes precedence. On the other hand, if a native 
author has written neither about the Negro, nor the South, he will be ex¬ 
cluded from the study. Examples of this kind include such writers as Ben 
Ames Williams and Margaret Flint, whose settings are outside the Southern 
area. 
The authors in this thesis are treated as to their importance in 
either maintaining or abandoning the plantation tradition. They range 
from the least significant, that is, those who have merely touched upon 
the Nagrojto the most outstanding, those who have dwelt upon the Negro 
at length. 
To the Librarian, University of Mississippi State College* Librarian, 
University of Mississippi* Miss Charlotte Templeton, former Librarian of 
Atlanta University, and to Dr, N, P, Tillman, Head of the Department of 
English, Atlanta University, who have untiringly assisted the writer, the 
investigator expresses gratitude. 
CHAPTER I 
THE SOOTH 
Inasmuch as people’s artistio expression is determined largely by 
their mays of life and by their environment, it Is necessary, for an 
adequate interpretation of regional literature, to look at the eoonomio, 
political, and cultural heritage of those people. For tne purpose of this 
study, the investigator will divide this background ohapter into two parts t 
that of the South, generally} and that: of Mississippi, specifically. 
The historical background of the eeonomio, political, and sooial 
South is based upon agriculture, out of which developed a peculiar and 
distinctive feature, the plantation system. The latter has determined 
the forms of labor and methods of farm organisation in tne South, and 
it has shaped the region of Negro majority.* The early settlers of this * 
section, who were in spirit and in faot a part of England,^ perpetuated the 
feudal system. Henoe, they found spots where they could become lords of 
large estates}^ thus began the plantation order. Henceforth, plantation 
life dominated Southern institutions and made the sooial organisation very 
different from that of other sections of the country* 
Land grants were given to these early planters, and subsequently, 
many farms grew to enormous sise, for these early pioneers continued to 
add to their property.* It was thus a great help to these landowners 
when Negroes began to be brought over, first as indentured servants, 
but soon as slaves for life. As slavery beoame more firmly established, 
^Howard W. Odum, Southern Regions of the United States (Chapel Hill, 
1936), p. 314. 
3E. W. Parks, Segments of Southern Thought» (Athens, 1938), p. 21. 





and the indentured whites began to rise Into positions of greater 
independence, the gulf between the two olasses widened.* This 
system tended to separate the leaders of the people on large estates; 
welded the seotion into what is oommonly known as the "Solid South*,2 
and inevitably out the region off from the rest of the nation* It was 
thus through the isolationism of eaoh planter that interests of the 
South olearly eonflieted with those of tne North* 
During the early part of the nineteenth century, the interests of 
the two sections diverged sharply, for the industrial revolution ohanged 
the eoonomio organisation of the Northern States* While mills and fac¬ 
tories multiplied in the North, eager farmers and planters grew oottorn and 
dreamed of getting rioh in the South*2 These people, the residents of 
the poorest area of the United States,4 beoause of their wasteful method of 
cultivation of the one-crop system of cotton, felt that they must be 
constantly on the defensive against the rioh and powerful North*2 About 
this Parks says the followingt 
The Southern mind was a conservative, agrarian mind} 
the snail farmer and the large planter, the yeoman, end the 
slaveholder were eventually foroed into the same position 
beoause their philosophies possessed definite elements of 
kinship, and were at complete variance with the philosophy 
of industrialism of tne North*2 
The region also felt that it must proteot its peculiar system of slavery* 
iIbid^ p> 295> 
2lbid., p* 297* 
5ff* T* Couoh, editor. Culture in the Southt (Chapel Hill, 1934), 
P* 12* 
^David L* Cohn, "How the South Feels About the Raoe Problem,* 
Atlantic Monthly, CLXXHI (January 1944), 48* . 
^Edward Dilry, "Program of the South," Mississippi Literary Review, 
1 (November, 1941), 10* . 
®E* W. Parks, o£* cit., pp. 31-32* 
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Slnoe the fate of a slave depended almost entirely1 upon the whim 
of his master, most of tne legal repressions were aimed at the Free Negro* 
If he were unable to earn an honest living, ne was pointed to as typical 
of Negro depravity or lasinessf if tne blaok man did suooeed in overcoming 
the obstructions designed to keep his ambition in oheok, he was "putting 
on airs* and must oe "put in his place.In many instances, Negroes were 
ill-treated as means of striking at the North.** 
While each planter*s will was tne law within tne boundaries of his 
feudal kingdom, in the deep 8outh, where certain conditions caused 
absentee landlordism, supervision was more frequently left to overseers 
engaged in the work on a profit-sharing basis. Inasmuch as tne overseer*s 
qualifications were rated on his ability to produce profits, a reputation fa* 
ruthlessness in his treatment of the slaves was his best asset. Moreover, 
as tne supervisor generally came from the poor white elass that already 
held great animosity for the blaok man, he exerted absolute power which 
inoluded everything from quiok, hot-blooded murder to slow, cold-blooded 
torture.* The Negro, thus, has been the victim and sufferer of the 
Southern order since he was first brought over as an indentured servant. 
Finally, the "Solid South* was laid low in defeat by the Civil War, 
for the politioal regime was disrupted and the sooial system was destroyed. 
Its agrarianism, however, was not abandoned after the struggle, but 
remained a determining factor, supported by a large middle olassr 
The most realistio implication of tne agrarian South, 
however, is found in the aotual pioture of tne Southeast. 
I 
4 
After all, the region is primarily rural, constituting in 
an area almost the whole landscape; in people, three-fourths 
and more of the population, either in actuality or in ex¬ 
perience and interest* . , »^ 
These large plantations were now divided into smaller tracts, each worked 
by a Negro cropper on shares) or else they were sold to small white 
9 
farmers. 
The freedmen, full of assurance in their new status and eager to 
gather the fruits thereof, were apt pupils in the devious arts of 
political intrigue. There was muoh ignorance exemplified in the rule of tls 
carpet-baggers from the North and the scalawags, who oame out of Southern 
obscurity. Many of these Negroes, with a new hope burning in their hearts, 
turned toward the West, The planters of Mississippi, loyal to their 
heritage of the past, attempted, by refusal of transportation and by 
imprisonment on false charges, to stop this exodus. Other states, however, 
improved the working conditions in order to keep the Negro,® 
Though the Southerners lost their fight against the North, and though 
Negroes were emaniolpated, the attitude of the Southerners toward them 
did not change. The freeing of the slaves really augmented the animosity. 
Not even the horrors of Reconstruction could uproot the foundation of the 
"color line," for these agricultural people "tended to be slow-moving, 
stubborn, resistant to ohange, conservative in tneir sooial outlook, 
resentful, and suspioious of outsiders,”* The legislation enaeted by‘foe 
stater of this region gave little indication of intention to ohange the 
status of the Negro, Discriminatory "black codes,” set up in Virginia, 
^Howard Odum, op, cit,, p. 57, 
®W. T* Couch, o£, cit,, p, 12, 
®Trevor Bowen, op. cit,, p. 41, 
*David L. Cohn, 0£, cit., p, 42, 
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South Carolina, Mississippi and in other states, continued the oaste system 
and substituted peonage for slavery* Capital punishment was instituted for 
a petty erime, as for example, stealing a horse** The people, beoause of 
their hereditary privileges, still near tne frontier in many of their 
attitudes, sought, by every means, to retain their eoonomio, sooial, and 
political power* 
Here the whites were determined that the region should remain "a 
white man*s country," and that'the blacks should be kept in their 
2 "place." Mob violence, as well as private horror, was perpetuated and 
extended, for the "hot-tempered" quiekly took the law into their own 
hands*8 Likewise, for a considerable period of time, the eourts prac¬ 
ticed such injustices against the emancipated blaok that not only oould 
he, but no white individual with liberal views oould hope to find Justice 
against the white Southerner* To keep a Segro in, what was considered, 
his plaoe, was an honourable aot* For instance, "to smash a sassy Hegro, 
to kill him, " or to do the same to a white "nigger lover" was to assert 
an aot of patriotism and ohivalry*4 
Of that most contemptible of all forms of terrorism and repression, 
lynching, little need be said. But beoause it is praotioed almost ex¬ 
clusively upon Hegroesj beoause the exouse commonly given for it is a 
gratuitous insult to all masouline chivalry and feminine virtue] and, 
because it was rampant during the Reoanstruotlon era, it will be briefly 
referred to here* From 1882 until the end of 1938, 5,397 Hegroes were 
lynohed in the nation*8 If these figures are not strictly oonflned to 
^•Trevor Bowen, op. clt., p. 37* 
8C* W* Ramsdell, Behind the Lines in Soutnem Confederacy, (Baton Rouge 
1944), p* 12, 
%* J* Cask, The Mind .of thé South (Hew York, 1941), p* 119* 
4Ibld. 
8Ibid*, p. 229.; 
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tbs South, they are, for comparâtWe purposes, quite as good as if they 
ueroy for, of the grand total given above, only S66 were lynched outside 
the former Confederate States, and of these, 185 mere put to death by 
white mobs in the border states of Maryland, Kentucky, West Virginia, aid 
Missouri,* ** However, following this mob violence, and the general reign of 
terror, there earns a period of readjustment in which both raoes were able 
to live more peaceably, though the general attitudes toward the .Negro remained 
the same. 
At the opening of the twentieth oentury the Southern scene presented 
evidenoes of gratifying progress on the one hand, as seen in urbanisation 
and industrialism, and disoouraging faotors on the other, as exemplified in 
the raoe problem, Lynehings were not infrequent, raoe riots were not unknown, 
and tee seooion was developing a elase of demagogues who were appealing to the 
poor wnitee, Virginias Dabney pointa OUï* 
- ■ Prominent among these ponderers to inter-raoial hate 
were J, K. Vardaman of Mississippi, Hoke Smith of Georgia, 
and Ben Tillman of Soutu Carolina, 
Vardaman, spokesman for the 'hill billies' ana 'red 
necks' of Mississippi, was perhaps the most brutal Negro* 
phobe in toe South, An idea of hie philosophy may be ^ ^ 
gleaned from his statement that *tne way to oontrol the 
nigger1 is to whip him when he does not obey, « • Goa 
almighty oreated the Negro for a menial,2 1 
, ,, anything that oaused tne Negro to aspire 
above the plow handle, the eook pot. In a word the 
functions of a servant, will be the worst thing an 
earth for tne Negro,2 
The fortunes of the Negro were destined to be enormously affeoted by 
World War I in Europe, About one seventh of the blacks populated in the 
South migrated to the North and Middle West to partloipate in Industries, 
As the standard of living had remained so low, the Negro had been unable 
*Ibld, 
^Virginias Dabney, Liberalism in the South. (Chapel Hill, 1952), p, 238, 
**W, A, Sinclair, The Aftermath of Slavery. (Boston, 1906), p, 195, 
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to earn a decent living in the rural South# Yet in his new environment, 
though in a better financial position, he was kept at the lowest level, 
for he was given employment primarily at unskilled jobs and sometimes at 
some of the lower skilled but difficult jobs vacated by the whites.^- 
It is ef importance to look briefly at the trade unions in the present 
industrial South. The variations in the relationships between black and 
white people, the absence of rationality and the part played by history, 
economics and local ciroumstanoes, are nowhere better illustrated than in 
the attitude of labor unions toward NegroeS. Traditionally, bitter comr* 
petition has existed since slavery between the non-slave holding whites and 
the blacks who underbid them for work. Despite the fact that thirty unions 
openly and officially discriminate against colored—though some one hundred 
and seventy do not—some white workers have learned that the difficulty is 
to be met, not by excluding, but by organizing Negro workers as part of the 
2 
labor movement. The CIO, especially, does not discriminate against Negroes. 
This union explicityly points out in its constitution that it aims to "unite 
all workers within its jurisdiction into one organization, regardless ef 
g 
religion,' raoe, creed, color, political affiliation or nationality." 
On the ether hand, the Negroes during the last war, though qualified, 
were not generally given anything near a full opportunity to use their skill 
in serving the needs of defense. This was fully illustrated in the South 
where the black man has always been the greatest sufferer in all phases ef 
activities. He was often refused jobs and discriminated against where there 
was a great need for workers.^ 
Trevor Bowen, op. cit., p. 63. 
2"The Negro and Defense," Democracy in Action, No. 3 (New York, 1941), 
20-21. 
^William Hard, "Whites and Blacks Can Work Together," Reader's Digest 
(March, 1944), 19. 
^"The Negro and Defense," op. cit., p. 23. 
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Suoh la a brief pioture of the South and ita dominant plantation 
ays tom, out of which grew ita economy, politios, and aooiety - all of which 
olearly oonflioted with those of the North* As a result of this difference, 
the South, isolated from the rest of the nation, became more self-oonsoious, 
subsequently less progressive* There still exists the orisis of the agra¬ 
rian struggle for survival against the overwhelming handicaps of poverty, 
ineffioienoy, and the aftermath of the plantation system, and the later 
rise and sweep of the industrial movement and its creation of new classes 
and labor relations*^ The section, being the poorest of the nation, filled 
with rural and urban slums, has an economic struggle of i 
• * • the most pathetic kind, beoausc it is of the poor 
against the poor—the poor farmer against the poor tenant, 
the poor white against the poor Negro*^ 
As a result of its poverty, the South is the most illiterate section of the 
country#® Not only is it Ignorant, but the people are the most poorly fed 
and clothed, the worst housed, the most diseased in the United States** 
There has been, nevertheless, within reoent years, a growing tendency 
on the part of Southerners to look at their section realistically and to 
attaok its problems rationally* In general, then, the whites have become 
more tolerant toward the blaoks* That there is a trend of 
liberalism spreading throughout the South is evidenoed by the nagnifio^ent 
Institute for Research in Social Soienoe at the University of North Carolina, 
under the direction of Howard Odum* This prevailing tendency is further 
illustrated by the soeielogioal studies at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, 
Tennesseei in W* J* Cash's The Mind of the Southf Jonathan Daniel's A 
^Howard Odum, eg* oit», pp* 13-14* 
2David Cohn, op* oit», p* 25* 
5Ibid* 
*Ibid„ p* 26* 
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Southerner Disooverg the South! Edwin Mims• The Advanolng South| 
Frederick Sullens’ Mississippi newspaper» The Jaokson Dally Newsi* and 
in other similar studies» 
Virginias Dabney» op» oit», p» 405 
PART II 
CULTURAL MISSISSIPPI 
The foregoing discussion has served to show that the South as a whole 
is an integrated unit beoause of its basis economy of agriculture* 
Mississippi* the subject of this study, is espeoially characteristie and 
representative of the "Solid South" and all that it has ever stood fort *■ 
the economy and social system, though many years removed from the Civil War, 
are practically parallel to those of the Old South* 
The Magnolia State is different from the rest of the South only in 
that she has not made as much advancement in industry and urbanisation as 
many of her sister states* The Industrial Revolution is said to be finding 
its last frontier thereconsequently, Mississippi is predominately 
agricultural, and still follows primarily the one-crop system of cotton* 
Gene rally, then, there is one type of life—rural, *one main crop—cotton, 
which contribute to Mississippi's lack of progress* 
Politically, Mississippi is Bemooratio*^ This was fully illustrated 
at the Démocratie Convention held in Chisago when the delegates from the 
state were instructed to fight for the following! 
1* Elimination of any proposed plank backing Federal 
eontrol of voters* qualifications, including the poll 
tax* 
3* Elimination of any proposed plank on racial or 
social equality* 
3* Federal control of voters* qualifications, in* 
eluding the poll tax  _ 
4* Inclusion of a States' right plank*9 
A final resolution gave the State's electors the right to ohoose another 
Democrat if delegates failed to attain their national convention goals** 
^*Mla8lsslppl> A Guide to the Magnolia State, Compiled and written by 
the Federal Writers* Project of the W. P* A*'.- (New York, 1938), p* 137* 
^jlbid,, p* 3* 
S"Mississippi May Spurn Party Choice", The Washington Post, (June 7, 1944), 
10 
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It was thus that Mississippi was aligned with a Southern dissent against 
an alleged Administration trend deemed inimioal to Southern tradition* 
From the above, one olearly sees that Mississippi, generally has one 
politieal party — the Democratic, and that the political zanies aim to 
maintain white supremacy, and thus keep the vote out of the hands of the 
Negroes* 
Economically^Mississippi is a leading plantation state, with a larger 
number of Negro tenants and share-croppers than any other part of the Southern 
territory* According to J* S* Allen, in 1936 the per cent was 70*9* For 
over a hundred years the Negro population was greater than that of the white* 
The 1940 oensus revealed, however, that the whites now ezoeed the Negroes 
by one per cent** This slight inorease, nevertheless, failed to alter the 
plantation pattern, for the State still remains largely eomposed of Negro 
share-croppers and tenants* 
In suoh a manner, the organization of plantation ^work today continues 
along traditional lines with a few white, landlords and a vast majority of 
black workers* These proprietors profess a loyalty to the tradition of 
their region that the task of these workers is in menial labor, particularly 
the cultivation of the soil*^ It is on the plantations here that strong 
raoial conflicts exist* The Negroes are greatly oppressed and maltreated 
by the landlords and the poor whites, for three main reasons} eoonomio greed, 
age-old prejudice, and the feeling that the whites must be constantly on 
the defensive to prevent the Negro domination beoause of the large percentage 
of blaoks in the area* In 1939 Eortense Powdermaker quoted a group of 
*TT* S* Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the tThltcd States} 
1940, Population, Series P—6, No* it (Release), Washington, December 24, 
1941, 1, ^* 
^Eortense Powdermaker, After Freedom (New York, 1939), pp* 80-81* 
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Missis8ippians as saying* 
Beoanse toe Whites are so seriously outnumbered, special 
means must be taken to keep the Negro in his pl&oe, and any¬ 
one mho opposées these means is dangerous*^ 
This position is "in manual work, apart from and below the mnite person's 
plaoe*2 Negroes are tnus looked upon as "innately inferior to white 
people, mentally and morally,*8 and are treated accordingly* 
Inasmuch as it is a fact tnat geograpnio characteristics shape 
man's economic, sociological, and intellectual environment, especially 
*the artifioial equilibrium of flora and fauna introduced by him,*^ 
it is neoessary to look at specific geographic units of the gtate to 
comprehend the customs* Though the geographer divides Mississippi into 
eight seotions, for the purpose of this study three major areas will 
suffice, as eaon of these is representative, in one way or another, of 
the five others*8 The Delta will be examined as characteristic of the 
plantation system, the Blaok Prairie as representative of industrialism, 
and the Central Hills as indioative of the regions that suffer from soil 
deoay* 
The most clearly defined of the sections is the alluvial plain— 
a basin lying between the Mississippi and Taxoo Hivers in the north¬ 
western part of the State and colloquially called the Delta* This immense 
area contains some of the richest lands in tne world, and has the most 
pronounced eurfaoe feature*8 Here are plantation towns all alike*7 
^Ibld*| p# 23* 
2lbid* 
8Ibld, 
Rupert Vance, Human Geography of the South, (Chapel Hill, 1935), p* 10* 
5See Mississippi* A Guide to the Magnolia State, pp* 3-10* 
6Ibld,, p* 33* 
7Ibid* 
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llso, plantations are more numerous and larger than any other plaoe In 
the State, and tue percentage of Negro tenantry is highest,^ There are 
more Negroes In proportion to Whites tnan elsewhere in the world except, 
of oourse, in South Africa and the West Indies,5 Seventy per cent of the 
improved farm lands today are in ootton, while eighty-five pegbent of 
this same land is operated in plantation, and eighty per cent of the farms 
are cultivated by Negro tenants. The largest plantation in the world, 
eontaining 48,000 aores, is located in tne Taioo Delta at Soott, 
Mississippi,5 Primarily because of this situation, the organisation of 
plantation work follows the old Southern Order, and hence remains loyal 
to the past. For, as one writer says< 
Nowhere are ante-bellum conditions so nearly preserved 
as in the Yasoo Delta, From the plantation mansions with 
their colonial architecture to the planter type, the Delta 
harks baok to a proud agrarian tradition. Affable and 
eourteous with equals, commanding and forceful with inferiors, 
the Delta planters compose Mississippi’s aristooraoy,4 
In this part of the State, the African descendant is the greatest 
victim of white oppression and of ignorance} for here *he is to be found 
at his lowest levels in Amsrioa,* The high percentage of croppers and ef 
illiteracy, poor eoonomio conditions and social indices are greatest in 
the Delta,*5 Hostility toward the black race is most pronounced. News of 
peonage, lynching, and the whippings of runaway Negro tenants still come 
out of the Delta,5 Peonage is indirectly legalised by laws which provide 
that an unpaid oalanoe, owed by the tenant, may be oarried over as a new 
^■Rupert Vance, 0£. clt,, p, 267, 
^David L, Cohn, 0£, oit», p, 26, 
®Rupert Vanoe, op, oit», p, 267, 




advance for the succeeding year* The legal classification of a cropper 
as a tenant is easily voided by having him waive his title to the orop 
by special oontraot with the planter before he la "signed on*"* 
Therefore, all basis for independent oredit is denied the oropper and the 
bulk of Negro tenantry* In this matter, they are entirely at the meroy of 
•the landlord for advanoes and other forms of oredit,^ although the allowances 
are extremely low* Tance oltes a district manager of the Mississippi 
Staple Cotton Cooperation Association as stating* 
We know of one oonoern who has a schedule by whioh he 
believes he oan take care of his live stocks for 15/ a day 
and his tenants for $4.60 per month*-per head* • • *s 
Not only are the rations low here, but throughout the state the 
standard for the tenant Negro per week is only a peok of corn meal, 
three pounds of sugar, one pound of coffee, one gallon of black molasses, 
and one plug of tobacco*^ 
In summation, the Yazoo Delta, with its rich soil lands, averaging 
at one time the highest amount of cotton in the belt, is still composed 
largely of plantations operated for the most part, by Negroes* In resources 
it represents the highest eoonomio range that any section may expect to attain 
g 
without industrialization* Its inhabitants have remained unchanged in their 
attitude toward the black man* The physioal and elimatie mileux 
remaining constant, the region changed as the state of agriculture and 
industry advance*6 As neither of these has progressed to any appreciable 
extent, this area is muoh the same In its cultural, sooial, and eoonomio 
pattern as it was prior to the Civil War* The Delta is the most ioqportant 
blames Allen, op. olt*, pp, 96-97» 
2Ibid. 
g 
Rupert Tanoe, oj>. clt., p* 270* 
^Mississippi* A guide to the Magnolia State, p* 27* 
^Rupert Tanoe, op* clt*, p* 271* 
6Ibid., p. 11. 
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of all the seotiona for the investigation, because it regulates the pattern 
of the State with reference to the Negro, 
In contrast to the Delta, the Blaok Prairie seotion is the greatest 
industrial center of the state. There are silos, oheese faotories, ootton 
mills, dairy barns, oondenseries, and other industries. Because of certain 
natural advantages this part "has kept approximately a generation ahead of 
the rest of the State sinoe the Civil War,*^ Although the Negro here is 
economically above his Delta brother, he. is, with reference to the body 
politic, in the same inferior position, for he is used only as the unskilled 
laborer. 
The third division, known as the Central Hills is the largest in the 
State and represents the areas that have experienced land decadence. These 
olay hills are an evidence of soil erosion, and exhaustion caused by the 
2 
planters* wasteful means of oultivation and the one-orop system of cotton. 
Here are found, moreover, poor white people, commonly known as "hill billies," 
"sand hillers," and "clay eaters," who are eharaoteristlo of this deterio¬ 
ration of the earth. These poor whites possess the traditional hate for blaok 
people. It is clearly understood, therefore, that the few Negroes here retain 
the same low status as elsewhere in the State, 
Not only has Industry failed to advance in the Delta and Central Hills, 
but throughout Mississippi }until 1920, Interest in industry was merely the 
"sporadic reaotlons* of an agricultural people against low prioes. When 
prioes of cotton were low, the farmers talked of orop variations and industry} 
but when they rose again, they returned their thoughts to King Cotton,® 
Mississippi* A Guide to the Magnolia State, p, 7, 
2 Ibid, - .   
^H, Dickson, The Story of King Cotton (New York, 1937), p, 12, 
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The following description illustrates further the géographie oharaoter 
of the Statet 
Mississippi is a state without a myth* General 
Grant onoe earns and sat at Vicksburg and got a victory 
ehild out of starvation^ There is still a society com¬ 
posed of the descendants of those men who bought bonds 
of the State of Mississippi before the Civil War* On 
oooasion they meet and calculate the accumulated principal 
and Interest and draw up resolutions, but Mississippi 
sends them not even a magnolia blossom, , , , 
.Rains fall in the sand hills in the North, and the 
oreeks carry the water aoross the broad delta plains to 
the river. Often in winter they overflow the oountry, to 
leave- it later cold and sodden. Only in summer when the 
ootton blooms is there evidence of natural vitality and 
energy, , • • If it is sold at a good prioe, the Negroes 
are robbed and excessive commitments are made in the 
sudden vision of wealth. If the prioe is low, as it 
usually is, • • .high land taxes are left unpaid, • • • 
When the pantry is all too bare in winter, the 
farmers will talk of planting more oorn and sorghum 
next year and raising more cattle and hogs, but when 
spring comes, they plant ootton until it oovers the 
black land like a white shroud,)- 
The above quotation is also an index into the personality and sociology 
of Mississippi, However, for many years the sole Industry of the State 
•V 
was lumber, As late as 1936, an industrial act was passed by the State 
2 
Legislature for development of one of industry*s "last frontiers," 
The State as a whole is an illiterate part of the Southern region. 
Compared with five other typical Southern states, Mississippi has the 
third lowest (7,2) median number of years of school completed persons 
of 25 years and over as of 1946, Likewise, the Ifegnolia State ranks third 
per oapita in the number of persons attending sohool from the ages of 5 to 
24 years,9 Because of the low llteraoy rate and beoause the black men 
have always been at the lowest level of sooiety, the educational 
^Robert Rylee, Deep Dark River (New York, 1935), pp. 25-26. 
^Mississippi» A Guide to the Magnolia State, p, 107, - 
9J, C, Capt, Director, Bureau of the Census, ÏÏ, S, Department of Commerce, 
Statistical Abstraot of the United States (Washington, 1946), p. 122» 
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opportunities offered Negroes sre fewer than those of other Southern 
states* Before the War between the States there were relatively few 
publie schools for whites and none for blacks* 
With the oooupation of the State by Federal armies» 
the work of teaching Negroes began* The first sohools 
established for this purpose were at Corinth shortly 
after the oooupation of that territory by the Union 
troops in 1862*1 
At present there are 72 small Negro sohools in rural Mississippi* 
Eighty-three thousand Negro Veterans of World War II have only two hundred 
plaoes in looal institutions of higher learning»** 
In a survey made of the educational standards of six typioal Southern 
states» Mississippi ranks low in both equipment and work» and reveals a 
large difference between the amount spent on the raoes per ohild* For the 
average salaries of teaohers annually Mississippi spends #750 for white 
against #237, for Negro as compared with Alabama^whioh spends #816 for white» 
#387 for Nègro; Arkansas #625» white» #367» Negrof Georgia #886 for white» 
#398 for Negro» Louisiana #1»026 for white» #368 for Negro; and South Carolina 
#939 for white» #388» Negro*® As for publie funds Mississippi spends #38*96 
per white ohild» #4*97 per Negro ohild; while Alabama spends #36*03 for each 
white ohild and #10*65 for each Negro ohild; Arkansas #26*84» white» #10*63» 
Negro; Georgia's expenditure is #43*38 for white» #12.47 for Negro; 
Louisiana #60*37» white as oompared with #12*60 for Negro» and South Carolina 
#46*80 per white ohild» #11*40 per Negro ohild** Further» of the six states 
ohosen» Mississippi reveals a wide variation in capital investment per ohild 
by raoe* Henoe in regard to value of buildings» grounds» and equipment» 
^James Garner, Reoonstruetion In Mississippi; (New York, 1901)» p* 354» 
2Agnes E. Meyer, "North to Literacy]*, The Washington Post. (Washington, 
May 6, 1946), 9* , ~ A • 
®"We Must Comply With What," Editorial, Southern Frontier, November, 1941* 




Mississippi’s expenditure is $175.23 per white child, whereas she spends 
only $10.68 for each Negro pupil. The other five states make expenditures 
as follows t Alabama, $114.77 per white child, $23.93 per Negro child; 
Arkansas $111.46, white, $31.01, Negro; Georgia, $139.13, white, $34.69, 
Negro; Louisiana, $205.88, white, $32.79, Negro; and South Carolina spends 
$172.35 for each white child, $32.79 for each Negro.^ From this data, it is 
clearly seen that the Negro in the State of Mississippi has poorer educational 
facilities than Negroes in other Southern states. The white educators of 
Mississippi have thus held the mass ©f Negroes in ignorance. 
In brief review has passed the geographic, economic, and social heritage 
of the Magnolia State. It is one with a vast rural area of more than eighty 
four per cent of the whole, and with a large Negro population, chiefly of ten¬ 
ant farmers and sharecroppers under white landlord domination. Moreover, the 
State has exemplified little progress in urbanization, industry, and education. 
The inferior position of the Negro and the whites’ antagonistic attitude toward 
him are revealed in the agricultural economy, industry, and in the proportion¬ 
ally small amount spent on his education. 
Though many Negroes, as in other sections, migrated from the rural to the 
urban areas and engaged in war time industry, they remain the same inferior 
people as far as the whites are concerned. As a matter of fact, some whites 
have been stirred greater by hate toward the black man, for they resent his 
economic advancement. 
How closely the recent novelists of Mississippi adhere to the tradition 
of “the Old South in regard to the Negro, and to what extent they disagree 
with the customs and are influenced by the liberalism of the New South will 
be determined in a study of their fiction. 
XIbid. 
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Part III - Southern Literature 
The preceding seotion has given the geographic, economic and social back¬ 
ground of the states, particularty that of Mississippi, For an adequate inter¬ 
pretation of the writers it is necessary to view the general creative trend of 
the region. The ante-bellum South produced little literary art of value, for 
all the people were too engrossed in the cultivation of the soilj and the plan¬ 
ter class, especially, was busily occupied with government and statesmanship. 
In the literature that was written, however, a stereotyped conception of the 
plantation developed. Despite the fact that this pattern has its beginning in 
Daniel Defoe's Colonel Jacques (1772),^ George Tucker, the earliest Southern 
novelist of any distinction, was, in The Valley of Shenandoah (1824), "the first 
actually to present the old system of Southern feudalism."2 His novel is 
franker than most of the fiction of the tradition; for the master here admits 
3 
that there is an unhappy state in society created by slavery. Another novel 
which uses this same background and introduces in the character of Aunt Chloe 
a typical mammy of the romanticists, is Isabel Drydale's Scenes From Georgia (1827).^ 
Nevertheless, the plantation really makes its first important appearance 
in John P. Kennedy's Swallow Barn (1832), though the year must not be considered 
as an absolute terminus a quo for plantation literature. The date, however, is 
accepted by critics for convenience as marking the beginning.® In this book the 
Negro is depicted as the loyal, happy, obedient, submissive servant, who is 
quite satisfied with his status as a slave and who is always dependent on his 
"Marse". Apart from his parasitical nature, he has the helplessness of a child 
without any foresight. Besides possessing these traits, the African descendant 
is superstitious, simple, comic, highly emotional, and he enjoys dressing in 
lTremaine McDowell, “The Negro in the Southern Novel Prior to 1850," 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, XXV (October, 1936), 461; see also 
Francis P. Gaines, The Southern Plantation (New York, 1935), p. 18. 
2Francis P. Gaines, opt cit., p. 21. 
5Ibid., p. 22. 
4Ibid., p. 20. 
5lbid«, p. 18. 
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gaudy clothes* In fact, the author specifically sayss 
Being a people of simple combinations and limited 
faculty for speculative pleasures the Negroes are a 
contented race—-not much disturbed by the desire of 
novelty.1 
p 
His Negroes are merely types, and at times their function is largely mechanical. 
During the same year as Swallow Barn there appeared Paulding's Westward Ho, a 
less significant novel which reflected the westward exodus of many Virginia 
planters. The latter book, however, contributed to the development of the form 
in presenting stereotyped plantation characters.5 
This tradition, then, that began, in effect, with Kennedy, was a broad one, 
including many elements, which was added to from time to time by various writers. 
By 1850, at which time the plantation and its social connotation began to loom 
larger in Southern thought, the concept had received a moderate treatment re¬ 
sulting in a fairly well-defined ideal.^ At the beginning of 1870 there had 
developed a new appreciation for the old tradition, with striking enlargements 
upon it; for a number of writers not only turned their attention to the planta¬ 
tion, or a characteristic representation, but they became as romantic in their 
attitudes as the most rapturous sustainers.5 In the hands of these romancers 
the tradition was: 
... a stately house surrounded by broad fields 
with a dignified, goateed master and good-looking, 
capable mistress, with daughters at once beautiful, 
pure and flirtatious, with sons wild, yet noble, and 
with slaves contentedly working in house or fields. Here 
hospitality reigned supreme and good living was ennobled 
until it became an art.® 
Even a more vivid, yet similar description of these writers' legendary South 
Ijohn P. Kennedy, Swallow Bam, Rev. ed. (New York, 1851), p. 456. 
^John H. Nelson, The Negro Character in American Literature (Lawrence, 
1926), p. 36. 
®F. P. Gaines, op. cit., p. 24. 
^Ibid., p. 35. 
5Ibid>, p. 62. 
®E. W. Parks, Segments of Southern Thought (Athens, 1938), p. 27. 
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is noted in the following pas sage t 
It ^the plantation system^ was a sort of stage pieoe out of 
the eighteenth century, wherein gesturing gentlemen move soft- 
spokenly against a background of rose gardens and dueling grounds, 
through always gallant deeds, and loyal ladies, and many contented 
happy slaves .... Its social pattern was manorial, its civili¬ 
zation that of the Cavalier; its ruling class an aristocracy, co¬ 
extensive with the planter group .... 
They dwelt in large and stately mansions f . . . Their 
estates were feudal baronie^ their slaves quite too numerous ever 
to be counted, and their social life a thin? of Old World Splen¬ 
dor and delicacy • . . a world singularly polished and mellow 
and poised, wholly dominated by ideals of honour and chivalry 
and noblesse. 
Such was the romantic novelists* fanciful concept of the Old South. 
It is with Thomas Kelson Page and his generation that this ideal reached 
its hauteur. One of the foremost of this group is Joel Chandler Harris, for 
he is most signigicant for the revelation of the plantation Negro in his 
"Uncle Remus" folk-lore. He shows the contempt of the well-fed slave for 
the free black man and his own dependence upon, and his unswerving devotion 
of 
for his master. In the main, however, the contribution^this Georgian to the 
tradition is a comprehensive presentation of the romantic elements.2 
Four years after Uncle Remus Stories came Marse Chan the first of Page's 
stories*^ He has brought the traditions a body of writing which^like Harris's, 
is considerable in quantity* Less comprehensive than Harris, Page achieves a 
glamour which no other author can command. He is, therefore, of the greatest 
importance in this form of writing.4 The Virginian is very passionate and 
sentimental in the "maintenance of a hypothesis of departed glory;" for In Ole 
Virginia (1887) and in Red Rook (1888) he is most idealistic, paints in glow- 
%. J. Cash, op. cit., preface, pp. lx«x. 
2F. P. Gaines, op, cit., p. 76. 
®Ibid., p. 78. 
4Ibid., p. 77. 
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ing colors, and never descends from the heights of romantic vision.^" Ia 
short, he expresses the supreme glorification of the old regime. Page pro¬ 
duced not such distinet figures as Harris, but he emphasized types even 
more powerfully, and Ms portrayals, particularly the aristocratic old gentlemen 
and the lovely heroines, remain the standard of plantation literature. 
Another of his contributions is his depiction of the benignity and the stead¬ 
fast kindliness of race relations. Moreover, he shows the love that existed 
O 
between young master and young servant. Briefly, then, Page reveals all of 
life’s splendour, and its joy that marked the romantic old epoch. Thus from 
the bitter nostalgia of the old South, there flourished, in the hands of the 
idealists, a mournful literature of commemoration.® 
As conceived under this literary tradition, the Hegro has become one of 
the most commonly utilized resources of fiction, and the most popular of all 
Amerioan stereotypes.^ Among the most common that are still appearing as 
caricatured stock figures are the loyal, polite uncle, the big-bosomed mammy, 
the ridiculous minstrel, and the half-savage brute. 
Though the plantation model played an important role in Southern litera¬ 
ture, all writers were not content to accept it at face value. Consequently, 
George Washington Cable, a Southerner questioned its validity and contributed 
to the "growing assumption that the present was not unlike the past."® Despite 
1Ibid. 
2Ibid«, p. 78. 
®Ellen Glasgow, "The Hovel in the South," Harper’s Monthly Magazine, 
CLVIII (Deo., 1928), 95. 
^Hamilton Basso,“Letters in the South," The Hew Republio, LXXIII (June, 




this tendency, however, it must be kept in mind that it was the romanticists 
wh® set the standard for Southern fiction down through the years. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PLANTATION TRADITION IN MISSISSIPPI FICTION 
Mississippi made little contribution to this ante-bellum and post- 
bellum literature» In fact, creative literature was, for many years, 
practically non-existent there. From a list of Southern writers between 
the years of 1579 and 1895, Mississippi contributed only twenty^eight 
writers to the entire field of literature. Of this number eighteen are 
also claimed by one or two other states.^ Prior to 1865, the State pro¬ 
duced very little literary art.^ It was only natural that following the 
Civil War the atmosphere of turmoil was not conducive to fine or vigorous 
writing, especially where literature had always been sluggish. It was, 
therefore, in tale-telling and oratory that Mississippians interest in 
literature was centered, though few of the efforts have been recorded* 
It has been said that the Mississippians would much pre¬ 
fer ’hearing* a book to ’reading’ it. They have always pre¬ 
ferred speaking to writing.’ 
Likewise, during the early part of the twentieth century, that is, 
from 1900 to 1920, the State has not made a great contribution to the 
5 
field of American letters. Even during the present, Mississippi ean boast of only 
"^Louise Manly, Southern Literature from 1579-1895 (Richmond, 1895), pp. 
457-514. 
2Ibid. 
^Mississippi* A Guidé to the Magnolia State, p. 138. 
4Ibid. 
5 
From a list of Mississippi writers compiled by the University of Miss, 
See also Mississippi* A Guide to the Magnolia State, pp. 140-41. 
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* few outstanding writers.* 
In the contemporary fiction of Mississippi, the Negro stereotype has 
survived, in one form or another, to a great degree. In like manner, the 
"plantation setting has remained. The latter, however, is only to be expeoted 
of those novelists who use Mississippi as a locale, for plantation life still 
dominates the state. These reoent novels fall broadly into two main groups. 
The first division includes those books which adhere closely te the traditional 
pattern) whereas, the other includes those novels whioh vary from the 
established norm and hence make a more realistic approach to the Negro character. 
The first classification, which will reoeive our immediate attention, comprises 
Leighton Barret’s Though Young (1938)f Louis Cochran’s Black Barth (1937) and 
Boss Man (1939)f Alioe Walworth’s Lost River (1938)j Norvel Richardson’s That 
Late Unpleasantness (1924)j Evans Wall’s No-Nation girl (1929) and Love Fetish 
(1932). 
Leighton Barret, in a single novel. Though Young (1938) has given only 
slight attention to Negroes. However, the three incidental Negro characters 
mho appear in this novel follow the plantation tradition as servants of a white 
household. Two of the three Negroes — Frality, the washerwoman, - and Black 
Maria, the oook8 — make only one appearance. The other servant, Jeb, is given 
a little nmre attention. He, "the black bodyguard of the Capricorn boys," 
is a "natural-born sleeper,"* a loyal servant, religious,8 and afraid of ghosts.® 
In aocord with all the blacks of the tradition, he feels inferior to whites, 
*Ibld., pp. 140-41, See also A Southern Samplert An Anthology of Prose 
and Poetry by writers of the South (New York, 1942). 
^Leighton Barret, Though Toung (New York, 1938), p. 10. 
8Ibld., p. 267. 
4Ibid., p. 4. 
8Ibid., p. 65, 
6Ibid.. p. 57 
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for ho thinks* "Only Negroes oould be roustabouts, and sweat, and roll 
ootton bales down the gang plank,"* Moreover, Job wishes to be respeotful 
to his white folks at all times) consequently, he never fails to use the 
"honorable prefix" of Miss Sue in addressing or referring to his mistress, 
Mrs* Caprioorn.^ Henoe, these oharaoters, though plaeed in an urban setting, 
remain the plantation stereotypes* 
In like manner, Blaok Earth (1937), a novel by Louis Coohran, includes 
the Negro as a shadowy figure in the background* Though the author admits 
that the blacks, and the poor whites are eoonomioally equal, he claims that 
the former are inferior, and says, moreover, that they are "as far apart as 
the poles in their heritage and mental attitudes*"^ Aside from the "foul¬ 
smelling" Negro men and women prisoners awaiting trial,* who are merely 
alluded to by white oharaoters, there is only one Negro, a house servant, who 
appears on the seene* He possesses the "ohild-like simplicity of his kind*"  * * 4 * 6 
On the other hand, Coohran has written Boss Man (1939), a novel about 
Negro sharecroppers* Among the oharaoters are two representatives of a type, 
Moonshine and Jerusalem* They are, aooording to Boss Man, the plantation owner 
who olalms that he knows his "niggers" and how to handle them, "good niggers*" 
Moonshine Jones was*««black**«and he was a good 
nigger* He was lasy, trifling, and had taken to 
preaohing now that the kinks in his head were gray, 
but he was loyal and could be depended upon to report 
with fair aoouraoy the doings of his fellows* •• • 
Always got what he wanted, or nearly always* It 
did no harm to spoil him occasionally, not good niggers 
like Moonshine and Jerusalem* 6 
lIbid,, p* 9. 
^Ibid*, p* 57* ' 
®Louis Coohran, Blaok Earth (Boston, 1937), p* 39* 
4Ibld«, p. 268. 
6Ibid*, p. 189. 
Louis Coohran, Boss Man (Caldwell, 1939), pp* 11-12* 
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In the latter paragraph, the plantation owner olearly indicates his belief 
that the blaok man's “wants” are so snail that they oan easily be satisfied! 
for he had just given Moonshine a stogie butt, whioh made him very happy.* *- 
This sane view is further illustrated when the white nan states that the 
urban blaoks, though they received a snail amount of money , ^wanted not 
and , , , lacked for nothing at all,*** 
Looking again at the "Boss's good niggers," one observes that Moonshine 
was dependent upon the white nan who had protected him for twenty years,6 
Jerusalem, typical of the plantation loyal Negro, willingly oonspired against 
Mose Phillips, a member of his own race,* The former is not depicted as one 
who turns against his raoe because of fear, or because he is powerless under 
the domination of whites, but he is portrayed as a black man happy to serve 
his landlord regardless of what harm he might oause the members of his own 
group,6 
On the other hand, Cochran presents two other Negroes, George Gutton, a 
mulatto houseboy, and Mose Phillips, a lawyer, as "mean niggers" in the eyes 
of other white oharaoters. Hence, they are hated by them, though the blaoks 
display no contempt whatever. The Boss Man disliked this blue-eyed mulatto 
so muoh that he was determined to run him out of the Delta,6 Although there 
is no apparent oause for the whites' prejudiced attitude toward George, a more 
valid reason is given for the animosity toward Mose, The author relinquishes 
his stand temporarily as a traditionalist by pointing out that Mose is aware 
of white injustice. Spike Turner, the overseer, says that he 1st 
*Ibid,, p. 12. 
2Ibid,, p. 9, 
3Ibid. 
4Ibid., p. 56. 
3 Ibid, '• 
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• • • a bad mean nigger who may cause some trouble 
among the other negroes because he tells them they 
ain’t gitting their rights* Says we overwork ’em 
and overcharge 'em and treat ’em like slaves* Says 
they ought to be paid wages like they were working 
uptown** 
o 
Thus* he was despised and maltreated by him and Boss Man* Further, Cochran 
allows Tommy Cronbone to be somewhat tolerant, for the latter speaks in 
defense of Mose* 
That nigger may be a thief, but there are other 
and bigger thieves that go unpunished* * * • If 
tenants steal some of their own ootton, sometimes, perhaps 
It’s because they’ve got to live* Maybe they're just 
taking back what belongs to them* 3 
Despite this variation, however, the author's attitude generally remains the 
same, that is^of the Old South* 
Another character in Boss Man is Cissie Whipple, who was nott 
* • • like most negroes* She took oare of herself* 
She read* She played the piano* She dressed as 
well as most whites* And she was clean* * * * But' 
she was a white woman really, most of her was white, and 
she hated negroes with a ferocity equaled only by the 
abandonment with which she periodically threw herself 
into the lusts and pleasures of the raoe** 
The author reasons, however, that she was only intelligent and different from 
the preoonoeived type because of her Caucasian heritage — the age-old argument 
of the proponents of white superiority* Cissie, too, though intelligent, is 
frustrated, as is characteristic of other mulattoes* 
Cochran in his stand toward the accused Negro rapist, reveals his attitude 
toward the blaok people* In the general tone of the following oitatlon about 
^Ibld», p* 42. 
2Ibid., pp. 48-49 
Slbld*, p* 116. 
4Ibld., p. 81. 
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George Gutton « lynohed by a mob because of rumors about him and his white 
employer - one gleans his oonoepti "No nigger even If his skin was as white 
as snow, oould lay his hand on a white woman and get away with it*"* 
The author, in spite of his realistio elements in admitting the eruelty 
of the whites toward the minority group through the Negro’s knowledge and 
through Cronbone's acknowledgement of suoh, remains a distinct member of this 
sohool of writers. Generally unsympathetio toward the underprivileged}, he 
presents his Negroes, with the exception of Mose and Cissie, whom he oonsldered 
mostly white, as happy and satisfied, notwithstanding all the deplorable 
conditions of the Delta region* In this manner, Coohran reiterates the content¬ 
ment of the blaok people* In oontrast to the poor whites who brooded over their 
plight,^ the plantation Negroes displayed ever present happiness in their 
laughter, shouting, singing and horseplay*3 
Another novel of this group is Alioe Walworth’s Lost River (1938)* On 
the Lost River plantation there were the conventional Negro servants who were 
well-trained in their tasks** On a plantation nearby, nevertheless, was a 
group oomposed of " a lasy and oontented lot, laughing together as they dragged 
across the fields*"** Though the Negroes reoeived no money for their labors, 
they made no effort to move ! or improve their situation* All minor oharaoters, 
they were traditionally superstitious and very religious** 
More significant type oharaoters, who likewise occupy the plaoe of 
servitude, are found in Norval Richardson’s That Late Unpleasantness (1924)* 
These include a polite submissive porter, always oonoerned about the comfort 
 T 1 *  
Ibid*, p* 245* 
2Ibid., p* 127* 
3Ibld., p. 125. 
^Alioe Walworth, Lost River (New York, 1938), p* 202* 
6Ibid., p. 9. 
6Ibid., p* 202* 
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of his «hits folksj^ hordes of chauffeursthe washerwoman, "the biggest 
blackest woman, who must have come direot from the jungles without changing 
oars;"3 Sapphire, the cook) and her teommon law. husband, Ananias* 
The last two persons are the most olearly portrayed of the Negroes* 
Sapphira isi 
* * * rather fat, with a deep bosom and a oapaeious 
mouth whioh stretched from ear to ear id a smile 
of welcome* * * with innumerable fine white teeth set 
off by oontrast with a blaok skin, spotlessly neat 
apron, and a general air of good-natured friendliness.* 
Like her husband, she is ignorant, superstitious,5 faithful and loyal to the 
new owner of the plantation; and they display that same devotion as they 
showed Miss Neppy, the former proprietor, in the days of slavery*6 In 
expression of their affeotion for the heir, Sapphira said; "Ne lobs you 
7 
dat sho is de truf* An whut's us po’ niggers gwine to do widout you?" 
Her devotion goes beyond that of her husband* One night when the white 
man was ill, she was "powerful overoited," for she thought he "wus too good 
to lib,"8 and displayed suoh an outburst of emotion that; "You’d a thought 
it was she had fever* Nias had to look her in her room*"** Unlike his wife 
who is always busy with her household tasks, Ananias is lazy and asleep at 
every opportunity. 10 Although he is not so well drawn as his wife, Ananias^ 
as well as Sapphira, is without any distinguishing marks of individualism* 
Richardson, author of That Late Unpleasantness, is a- typieal romantioist, 
for he makes no attempt to portray Negroes realistically* Despite the faot {that 
Tïorval Richardson, That Late Unpleasantness (Boston, 1924), p* 26* 
^Ibid*; p* 27* 
3Ibid*, pp. 86-87. 
4Ibid*i p* 31* 
5Ibid*, p, 269* 
6Ibld*, p. 279. 
7Ibld* • 
8Ibid*, p. 302. 
9Ibld. 
10Ibid., p. 247* 
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his inheritor of a Mississippi plantation is dissatisfied at first with the 
plantation system, he soon becomes rery oontented. In fact, the new proprietor 
made euoh an adjustment to these "pleasant surroundings" that he married a 
Southern gentlewomans *f el t that his life in Paris was sheltered, artificial, 
and unreal. He was "exceedingly happy.” He felt that he had found home at 
last.^ Similar to the idealistio Thomas Kelson Page, Riohardson laments the 
lost glory of the South through one of his white oharaoters, Miss Josie. To 
her the first World War was insignifioant compared with the Civil War, whioh 
2 
destroyed the "greatest civilisation" of the section. 
Two other novels of this division, somewhat different from the foregoing 
in that they have miscegenation as their central theme, are The No-NatIon Ctrl 
(1929) and Love Fetish (1932) by Evans Wall. The racial mixture oauses one 
to be maladjusted for he experiences internal struggles beoause he belongs to 
neither the black nor the white race. In all oases, however, the exponent of 
the Old Dominion maintains that it is the Kegro blood that is inferior and that 
forces the individual to oommit aots that are claimed to be characteristic of 
the black race. On the other hand, it is the Caucasian heritage whioh asserts 
itself on some oooasions and henoe prevents the person from performing immoral 
aots. As both novels are parallel in tone, and as the author propounds the 
theme of the inferiority of Negroes throughout, it is only necessary to select 
one of his oharaoters, doubtless the most Important, to illustrate his attitude. 
Preeieuse, the title character of The No-Nation Girl possesses the traits 
of both her black mother and her white father. Her Anglo-Saxon heritage 
dominated her life until she was twenty at whioh time she began to take on the 
 2 ;    
Ibid., p. 313. 
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traita of her mother* Because of her father's skepticism, she only half 
believed in oonjuration and witohesj but because of her mother's raoial 
conoepts, she believed in "signs and portents."* When she beoame twenty, 
Leon, the black brute, awakened her Negro instinots and oaused her to beoome. 
frustrated.^ Subsequently, she beoame unfaithful to her white common-law 
husband,3 not because she failed to love him, as she was extremely devoted 
to him, but because the inferior nature of immorality asserted itself,* 
Negroes are immoral by nature according to Evans Wall* 
Further, his preconceived opinion is revealed in the emphasis he places 
1 
on what he determines as raoial traits* He makes distinot remarks to this 
effect in two novels, as for instances Negroes live for the moments3 they 
don't oommlt suicides6 they are unrestrainedthey are made for heavy works3 
they are superstitiouss3 and they are fatalists**® Moreover, he asserts that 
"their nature is so different from that of whites****' Despite the faot that 
1 
Evans Wall has portrayed deoadent white men who have resigned themselves to 
black women and to the futility of the swamp region, he maintains that the 
Negroes are the most inferior of all human beingss and consequently, they are 
at the lowest level of sooiety. The two novels are conventional stories of 
12 
mulattoes "who had no right to be born*" 
Two novelists of the first division, though conforming largely to the 
literary tradition, reveal, in a few aspeots, a more realistic approach than 
vans Wall, The No-Nat Ion Girl (New York, 1929 ), p* 22* 
2Ibid*» p. 136* 
3Ibld*, p* 284* 
*Ibld., pp* 24, 39* 
5Ibid., p. 214* 
3Ibld., p. 112. 
^Evans Wall, Love Fetish (New York, 1937 ), p* 109* 
8Ibid., p. 19* 
9Ibid,, p. 115* 
*°Evans Wall, No-Nation Girl, p* 113* 
UIbid., p, 124. 
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the others,to Negro characters. They are Franoes Gaither,author of Follow 
the Drinking Gourd (1940), The Red Cook Crows (1944) and William Mareh Campbell 
in Come in at the Door ( 1934) • 
Follow the Drinking Gourd, a novel of the ante-bellum South, is a story 
of a plantation owner and his many happy oontented slaves who relied completely 
on "Mas John," The Negroes themselves felt that the white man should think 
for them, while they performed the tasks of menial labor. An example of this 
belief is seen in the following quotations 
Long as Mas John alive, he do all the worryin* 
an* studyin' 'an' lev us to raise the cotton • • » , 
Workin* is niggers' business an' studyin’ ’bout 
where the money gonna oome from is white folks' 
business • • , 
Similarly, a white oharaoter, Newsomesaid of themi 
Negroes are don’t keer sort of fellers , , , 
I reckon they figures there is allers some 
white man do the worryin*.2 
Mas John did not, however, tolerate the whipping of his slaves. He 
warned each overseer against it, fori 
» 
These boys (Negroes/ are sons and grandsons 
of the women and men that my grandfather brought 
from Virginia. , . They belong to me by birth 
and inheritance.3 
Then there are the "no-oount* slaves whom he claimed gave the overseer 
troubles Ishmael, Cioey, though really indisposed, and Pleasant who attempted 
to steal a pig,* Pleasant in fear ran away, but was recovered and punished.2 
Buok, another slave, points out the author's belief that Negroes like 
^Frances Gaither, Follow the Drinking Gourd (New York, 1940), p. 131, 
2Ibid., p. 30. 
8Ibld., p. 23. 
♦ibid.* pp. 34-35. 
6Ibid., 
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loud gaudy colors. Though ins1gulfloant in itself. Gaither makes the 
incident of selecting a red ribbon seem important, for she draws attention 
to it three times, with a detailed disoussion of it.* Buck bought a red 
bandana, despite the storekeeper's insistence of its high oost. He had bought 
a red ribbon sash for Gindy, "his woman, whom he had left in Georgia.* 
Buck was, like many of his prototypes, subservient and extermely shy 
in the presence of whites. Likewise, Juno, the overseer** mistress, was 
2 
obedient and respectful to her superiors.* 
Although the author portrays her plantation blaoks as generally 
parasitical, devoted, and loyal, she shows a different oonoept by revealing 
a general tone of unrest among the group and by showing the dissatisfaction 
of a master with the feudal system. The unrest began when Peg-leg Joe, a 
carpenter, whose main business was to assist slaves in escaping to Canada, 
came to the Hurrioane plantation. One morning the *klnd overseer,* upon 
discovering that five Negroes were missing, summoned Poldo, one of the most 
faithful, to report the incident to the sheriff.0 
Thenceforth the son of a faithful servant, Poldo, became dissatisfied 
with life on the plantation, for he desired to follow his wife who was one 
of the five that escaped. He possessed the desire to be free, though he felt 
that he should remain loyal to his kind master. Concluding that liberation 
meant more to him than benevolenoe under bondage, Poldo escaped to follow 
XIbid., pp. 42, 50, 51. 
2Ibid., p. 50. 
g 
Ibid*| p# 254t 
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like the other fugitives, the "Drinking Gourd," that is, the Big Dipper.'*’ 
It is doubtful, however, that he would have attempted to escape if his wife 
had not gone. 
Another variation of the author is Southern white toward the Negro in the 
desire of young Robert Austen, son of the deceased plantation owner, to free 
the slaves, sell the plantation, and use the proceeds to "slip them off to Li- 
p 
beria." He simply did not approve of human bondage. Unable, however, to 
comply with his wish because of the indebtedness of the place, he undertook 
3 
to make such improvements as teaching the Negro to act civil in his presence. 
For instance, he tells one blaok: "I don’t want you ever to soratch on my 
door with tips of your finger like.,, an animal ... knock .... Hold your head 
4 
up and lift your feet." 
Lastly, Gaither showed a realistic element in her presentation of the 
economical wastefulness of slavery.® John Austen, finding his Georgia plan¬ 
tation wearing out, bought a tract of land in Alabama, which also proved 
g 
unsuccessful financially. 
The Red' CookyCrows (1944), by Gaither, is a novel of life on a Mississippi 
plantation in 1835, described as it appeared to a Northern school teacher, 
Adam Fiske. The many slaves that live on "Mas Ward's place" and surrounding 
plantations make up the Negro characters. 
Being a constant character of this school of writers, the Negro is immoral, 
superstitious and religious. One night during a "Cornshucking Party" on 
lIMd^ p< 270t 
2Ibid., p. 156. 
3Ibid., p. 169. 
4Ibid., p. 169. 
5Frank Daniel, "Follow the Drinking Gourd," Saturday Review of Literature, 
XXI (March 16, 1940), 15. 
6Ibid. 
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Ward's plantation, Coatneyy an already married slave, killed “her man.**" 
During the same evening when Soofleld, a blaok preacher, earried her home, 
she had immoral relationships without any reservations, despite the faot 
that she had a husband already. Their superstition is revealed by their 
placing lamps on Negroes' graves to give the dead light from earth to heaven,** 
broken dishes to indicate that the person has been broken within.0 The 
I 
Negroes in addition, wore "mojos” around their necks for good luck.* 
Likewise, the plantation blacks are religious. This is pointed out at 
a church meeting. The faithful preacher, Easter, thanked God for saving 
Coatney from the gallows. “Coatney kill her man. But Jesus save her right 
5 
on." It Is here, however, the author varies from the convention of the South 
by presenting an intelligent Negro amidst a group of Ignorant ones. Braxton, 
the mulatto, is a direct oontrast to the religious, superstitious gathering. 
As soon as Easter finished his sermoni 
Into the circle of light ... stepped a slim 
mulatto in gentleman's broadcloth, neat black stock, 
and linen glistening white. He cleared his throat 
and began, in a speech eduoated, entirely self-con¬ 
trolled, even supercilious* 
•If I should be born of God, as you oall it — 
and should then go into my master's smokehouse, say, 
and steal a ham and some other fellow who had not 
had - er - religious experience — should also go 
in and take a ham, would t^e two aots be the same in 
the sight of God — or noti® 
The cool rational question infuriated the people, "a tired grumbling* rose 
against the speaker. “Throw him out. Shot up, Braxton.*' He had challenged 
^Frances Gaither, The Red Cook Crows (New York, 1944), p. 17,. 
2Ibid., pp. 54, 63. 
8Ibld., pp. 64, 65. 
*4Ibld., p. 200. 
5Ibid., p. 58. 
®Ibld., pp. 68-59. 
7Ibid., p. 59, 
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.the preacher, something no other Negro dared to do, bat Braxton iras a mulatto, 
white, in faot "too white — he dressed white, talked white and aoted white, 
Soofield is, unlike the Negroes in the foregoing novels, a fairly well 
drawn oharaoter. He could read. He was intelligent. He planned the 
insurrection, though unsuccessful, to every detail. Although his schema for 
an uprising among the blacks was thwarted by the revelation of certain faots 
by the frightened Negro^Mid, Soofield continued with his plans until he was 
caught and hanged like the rest. He exemplified courage, will, perseverance 
in his desire to fight the whites, 
Adam Fiske, likewise wasting to help the Negroes, defied the law by 
asking the sheriff to save the viotims from hanging. He, however, was not 
strong in his oonviotions. Though he disapproved of slavery, he was contented 
to enjoy the pleasures of the "fair ladies" who needed protection from "niggers 
and Yankees," Likewise, the young men were ohivalrous gallant, paragons of 
knighthood,* 
In summation, Franoes Gaither has portrayed her Negroes generally as 
superstitious, as those who protested the dead) submissive and shy, as 
the Negroes who "often pushed past," Adam Fiske, "with lowered eyes and sourried 
aside rabbit-like)"** religious, as Easter and his followers who aooepted all 
things concerning God without question or reason, On'the other hand, she has 
shown an undercurrent of unrest among the blacks as evidenced by the desire 
to esoape in Follow the Drinking Gourd and by the plans for insurrection in 
The Red Cock Crows, In addition Braxton, though a mulatto who was "mostly 
white," and Soofield were depioted as intelligent, 
1Ibid., p. 245. 
2Ibid., p. 504. 
®Ibid** pp, 54, 29, 
^Ibid,, p, 301. 
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Come in at the Door, another book that shows variation from the plantation 
pattern* also has Negro oharaoter delineation. The author has vividly analysed 
two servitors* The first of these individuals is Mltty, the housekeeper and 
* * 
mistress of Robert Hurry* a white man* She was* 
• • • an ereot woman with a blaok skin as soft against the 
hand as velvet* a skin so completely and so deeply blaok 
that it seemed frosted with a lighter oolor as the blaok 
skin of a musoadine appears silver in some lights* • • • 
But in spite of her blaok skin and her short nappy 
hair* her features were delioate and high-bred* Her nose 
was thin*- high bridged and faintly ourved) her eyes were 
heavy lidded and half-olosed as a rule.l 
She and Ellen Hurry* Robert Hurry's deoeased white wife and mother of his 
son Chester* were born on the same day* They grew up together* while Kitty's 
mother served as "mammy" to Ellen* In like manner Ellen's aunt tutored both 
ohildren* for Ellen refused to be taught unless Kitty was given the same 
opportunity that she ha4*2 Henoe* the Negro ohild took advantage of this and 
learned quite readily* 'When Baptiste* the mulatto* oame to the plantation* 
Kitty at onoe displayed hatred toward him* She claimed that she disliked 
him beoause he was a "yaller nigger trying to be a Frenchman** or a white man,5 
This* however* was not the underlying reason* for there was "something about 
him she did not like* an instinctive deep-seated aversion whioh she could not 
have explained*"4 Unable to win her friendship* Baptiste began to "put on 
superior airs" in her presence* "and to patronise her,*® 
In this oharaoter oreation* Campbell has shown that Kitty is subtle in 
her relationship with her employer* Though she realised* as well as he* the 
^William March Campbell* Come in at the Door (New York* 1934)* p, 13* 
2Ibid.* p, 14* 
SIbld>* p* 20* 
4Ibid*, p* 50* 
6Ibid., p. 34. 
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power she had over him, she mas always oalm, humble, and oomforting when he 
beoame angry and said to her* 
"Who do you think you are, you blaok wenoh? 
You'd better learn your place* * * * I'm 
still master of this house* * * I do what 
I damned please,1 
On these oooasions she knew exactly how to manage him for she knew that suoh 
was merely an outburst of emotion over the thought of his decadent state* 
It was through suoh reactions that the frustrated Southern male, Robert Hurry, 
could rise out of his lethargy* Yet, Mitty was oonvinoed that she would remain 
eomplete mistress of the household* 8he would say to himi 
*Sho you do] * agreed Mittÿ sweetly* Sho you do, 
Robert* « • • Lean on me, just lean on me, and 
don't bother none*2 
She was wily, loyal, kindhearted, and of course superstitious*5 
Baptiste, the mulatto, reoeived more character analysis than the 
preceding Negro, for he is psychoanalysed* "When he was told by Hattie, Jim, 
and other Negroes that he had been "voodooed,* he was deeply amused and said* 
"Well * * * Well, of all the absurdities* • • • 
Don't talk about such childish things* Don't 
talk nigger talk to me,"4 
For some time, this individual ref loots on the possibility of conjuration, and 
finally deolded that Kitty must have seen something* Yet, he shook his head 
in denial, for this was "nigger talkl Nigger..«.fears....I'm talking as if 
I believed in suoh a thing,*® 
The author takes Baptiste through a long period of reasoning and 
Ibid* f p* 40* 
^ Ibid*.  
^Sterling Brown, ojo. clt,, p. 172* 
4Ibld.j p* 79 
6Ibid., p. 80* 
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disoussion before he succumbs to the "beliefs of his raoe*" As that deeper 
fear takes hold on Baptiste, the superstitious oonOept asserts itself* 
His faoe was empty of all blood, it was as dead 
and dull as unglazed yellow paper, Sweat broke 
on his forehead, • * • The insides of his hands 
were dripping with sweat* * * * He thought* 
'It's strange that I feel that way. It's strange 
that this has taken hold on me, because 1 don't 
believe in oonjure and ghosts and things like that* * 
• * How do I know that there's nothing in conjure? 
"What does anybody really know about such thingsr 
Although he does not aocept the idea of superstition without a great deal of 
thought, he finally falls victim to the old belief, and thus beoomes a 
plantation type Negro* 
Baptiste, however, like Braxton of The Red Cock Crows, shows a divergency 
from the stereotyped character, for he is portrayed as an educated intelligent 
Negro who knows a great deal about many things.** The plantation owner felt 
stimulated and happy after he had talked with this man* Tet baok of his 
pleasure was a voice which kept saying* "This man is not your equal* You 
should not treat him as suoh*3 Henoe, Robert said stiffly* "You have a very 
good mind Indeed for a Negro*"* 
In spite of this modification of character, Baptiste remains a product 
of the old school of thought* This is shown in his humble acknowledgement * 
of his education to the white man* He even flatters Robert by telling him*, 
"I've always listened when educated men like yourself 
talked* I've always learned a great deal that way*" 
He looked up timidly, his wide, hazed eyes a little 
imploring, as if he were afraid that he had presumed - 
too greatly.5 
^Ibid*, pp. 85-86. 
2Ibid., p. SO. 
3Ibid*, p. 32. 
4Ibid* • 
6Ibid., p. 33. - 
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The remaining two Negro characters, Jim and Hattie, superstitious field 
hands, who for many years worked on the Hurry plantation without receiving 
any pay for their labors, fit well into the traditional pattern** They 
belonged to the soil, and the novelist says of themi 
It' would never have ooourred to them to ask for 
wages, just as it would never have ooourred to Robért 
to offer them money. They were a part of the land, a 
part of the family*^ 
Jim and Hattie, thus, aooepted their position oomplaoently* 
Campbell, again shows an interest in psyohosis, for in The Looking Glass 
(1943) he psychoanalyses Manny Nelloha, the junkman's son* Obsessed with 
the idea that he possesses Negro blood, he never has a moment's happiness* 
To be tainted with the blood of an African, he felt, was the worst fate of man.3 
Hence, his every effort is to discourage the belief of his having mixed blood* 
Manny falls in love with Clarry Falmiller, not because of her Innate qualities, 
but because of her color, for, he reasons, as long as she remains immaouately 
4 
white, it is impossible for him to be blaok* 
As there are only incidental Negro characters in the novel, Campbell has 
clearly shown his attitude toward the blaok man through the general tone of 
the book and through his analysis of Manny* Any man who is either part or 
full Negro has a ourse upon him. He suffers mental aberrations that are even 
greater than ostraoism by other races* 
On the whole Campbell conformed to the traditional beliefs of the 
romanticists in his two works* In Come in at the Door, he especially enpha- 
sized the superstition of the Negro raoe* Only in a few instanoes did he fail 
^Sterling Brown, op. cit., p. 172* 
3Ibid», p. 31* . - 
^William ,Uaroh Campbell, The Looking Glass (Boston, 1943), p* 38* 
^Ibld., pp. 46—7. 
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to adhere to the set pattern. Mltty «as presented as intelligent in her o«n 
«ay. Baptiste, though his «hlte heritage «as emphasised in oonneotlon «ith 
his knowledge, «as likewise portrayed as an intelligent Negro. Be and Hitty 
«ere both oapable of thinking axid reasoning.1 That Campbell did giro muoh 
attention to Negro oharaoters, and did not present them as mere stereotypes 
and that he admits that the South is degenerate and lacking in culture^ shows 
that he has stepped out of the path of Southern tradition. 
The last novelist of this group is Stark Toung. That he is, of all 
the Mississippi authors studied, the greatest romantioist and the most 
faithful imitator of Thomas Nelson Page is shown throughout his four novelsi 
Heaven Trees (1926), The Torohea Flare (1928), River House (1929), and So Red 
the Rose (1934). The first of these. Heaven Trees, is the most romantie of 
Stark Toung*s books, for it paints with Page's glowing colors the "lost glory" 
of the South. Here, he softens the inevitable hardships of slavery by picturing 
many persons in bondage as persons "well sheltered and well cared for," under 
the kind oonsiderate master.3 Throughout the story, Young contrasts the life 
of the young kinswoman from Vermont with the easy, luxurious life of the South.4 
From the plantation mansion with its colonial architecture, owned by a goateed 
master and good-looking oapable mistress, beautiful, pure, flirtatious girls, 
noble, yet «ild sons to the slaves working contentedly in house and fields, 
the author presents as unreal a Southern setting as any writer of the romanti¬ 
cists group.6 
William March Campbell* Come In at the Door, p. 14. 
^William March Campbell, The Looking Glass, p.~108. 
3Stark Young, Heaven Trees (New York, !l926), p. 275. • . 
4*The Aristocratic South", New York Times (Oot. 3, 1926), 8. 
®Hersohel Briokell, "River House," New York Herald Tribune (Oct. 20, 1929) 
t. . 
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The only blaok man that is developed to any extent in Heaven Trees is 
the essentially absurd Solomon, "a little» short-legged, and pot-bellied" 
individual from New Guinea, who looked too useless for anything.^ He was so 
stiuriA. that he oould never learn to oount beyond the figure three.2 Here, as 
the literary exemplar insists, the plantation blaok intrinsioally is a olown 
and is ignorant* 
In like maimer, The Torches Flare (1928) has only shadowy Negro eharaoters* 
They are the traditional, contented slaves. Among these oonstant eharaoters 
are founds Silas, the "loyal, friendly" yardboyj® Aunt Hannah, a eook at the 
Ibby plantation, a former slave, who was kept as a part of the family's 
"glorious pastj"^ Aunt Callie, a oook at the Clear-Water plantation, who was 
very much devoted to her "white folks."® Another Negro eharaoter, though not 
a servant, and not unlike the others in submissiveness to his "superiors,” is 
TJnole Hill, Aunt Callie's brother*6 
In his third novel River House (1929), Stark Young eontinues his unreal 
painted setting of the Old South that he began in Heaven Trees.7 The book ocn- 
tains numerous inoidental Negroes who are satisfied servants and who are an 
g 
indolent type "sitting in the shade, or stretohed outasleep." The Negro's 
so-oalled ability to sleep muoh is given as a reason for his failure to eommit 
suicide, or to think enough to rise above his surroundings* Oscar, a Negro 
servant, given more attention than any of the other type figures, replies 
to a white man's inquiry about his people's failure to take their own livest 
^Stark Young, Heaven Trees, p* 131.~ 
2Ibid., p. 131* 
6Stark Young, The Torches Flare (New York, 1926), p* 208* 
4Ibld*, p. 252. . 
6Ibid., pp. 214-15. 
6Ibld., p. 381.    
7Her80hell Briokell, oj>. clt., p. 7. 
8Stark Young, River House (New York, 1929), p. 251. 
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I don' know • • • • I reokon hit's because evy 
times I sets down thinkin* bout my troubles, I 
goes to sleep*1 
Although Osoar was a free servant in the Dandridge household* he was looked 
upon by his employers as chattel, for Major Dandridge said that he was 
bound to them*® Osoar is the "humble friend* of the young John Dandridge, 
who looks upon him as a faithful servant* He is so devoted to John that he 
"dotes on him, thinks the sun rises and sets in him** and is in his Pseventh 
heaven* when he is in John's presence.® 
The disoussion about Osoar's brother, who does not appear on the scene, 
brings out certain attitudes of the author* Notwithstanding the faot that 
Shoat is an outstanding artist, he is still looked upon as an inferior person* 
Rosa, a white oharaoter, voieing her sentiments and those of the author, sayst 
• « * • that's Awoe's [Osoar'sJ brother, old Unole 
Amos's son, though 1 haven't heard him sing in the 
phonograph* Well, of oourse • • • Shoat may be a 
very good singer, but he's just a darky boy after 
all* 4 
Further she firmly disapproves of Shoat, henee any Negro, associating with 
whites in ary section of the country, except on the master-servant level* 
Tes, and they're going to keep this up, this 
mixing with the niggers, till we're going to have 
worse raoe trouble in this country* It's the 
worse problem we've got now* And we're doing 
mighty little to solve it around here*® 
The Negro, despite any aooomplishment should, aooording to Young, remain in 
"his plaoe," whioh is below and apart from the white person's position* 
^Ibid*, p.250, 
2Ibid., p. 11. 
8Ibld*, p. 9. 
4Ibid*, p* 146. 
8Ibid., p. 151. 
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So Red the Rose (1934) is not unlike the preceding novels in setting with 
a great number of Negro slaves on the Portobello and Montrose plantations* 
Possessing a precious beauty and oharm that is quite unreal* the author*s white 
characters, as in his other works, are overelaborate and refined»* The Negroes 
were1 regarded as animals, with "traits and feelings as those of monkeys»"^ 
Susie Bedford sets forth many of the traditional arguments of the South, that 
"niggers" are all alike, "that they cannot change,® that there is no suoh 
thing as equality between raoes, that the Negroes themselves do not believe 
in suoh a thing,' that slavery is the best thing for all concerned, aooording 
to the Bible»® She saysi 
Are we going to Improve on the Bible» • • 
And this, I believe » » » with things as they 
are in the South- — no matter what happens, even 
if the Abolitionists win and the blacks are 
freed • • » they'll all be slaves again» 6 
Negroes, she contended, were given to the whites "to the utmost, to be broken 
<7 
with rods, not to be beaten on-the head, but to be ruled»” 
William Teal, of the Montrose plantation is a typical representative of 
the loyal devoted slave» Though given an opportunity, he refuses to make an 
effort to escape» In faot, he feels eontemjfible toward the Negro Cavalrymen 
and the Yankees when they are besieging the plantation»9 He takes the silver 
•-i 
away to hide in the forest to prevent the Yankees from stealing it» Veal, 
resembling other stereotyped blaoks, is unlike them in that he is unable "to 
get nigger religion»"*® 
*"The Torches Flare," Independent CXX (June 16, 1928), p» 581» 
^Stark Young, So Red the Rose (New York, 1934) p» 210» 
5Ibld, 
- J 4Ibid., p. 315» 
6Ibid*, p* 210» 
6Ibld*é p» 38» 
7Ibld», p. 210»   
8Sterling Brown, 0£» oit», p» 3» 
9Ibid», p* 300* 
10Ibid», p. 397. 
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The author's most clearly portrayed "mammy" of all his stories is found 
in So Red the Rose» Not different fro?: her prototypes. Aunt Tildy, who had 
belonged to the Bedfords since she wa* fifteen, was broadbosomed, big, black, 
with gleaming white teeth and starohed dean clothes. She never forgot her 
race religion, and she was unswerving im her devotion toward her "Young Marse."^ 
She had complete faith in Dunoan's ability to defeat the Yankeest 
Ain* nothin* goin* hurt Marse Duncan • • » • 
Taint in dem Yankees to whip him, Marse Duncan 
can whip de whole passai of 'em with a cornstalk,2 
The mulatto, who plays a definite role in Southern fiction, likewise, 
appears in Stark Young’s So Red the Rose, It is in this character that the 
author reveals a distinct variation from his other presentations of Negro 
character. The mulatto, comparable to the mixed blooded individuals of 
William March, Louis Coohran and Franoea Gaither, is intelligent. Despite 
the faot that he knows both Spanish and French, he remains, however, a stereo» 
type, for he always remembers "his plaoe as a slave," and is perpetually smiling 
in the presenoe of his paster and mistress,^ Young does not fail to make it 
clear that the slave's owners, disregarding his intelligence, admired him for 
4 
his menial labors of cooperage, looksmithing and gardening. 
Thus Stark Young, the outstanding exponent of the old moonlight and 
magnolia tradition, is truly a champion of the Old South in his commemoration 
of the lost glory of ante-bellum days, and in his portrayal of Negroes as 
contented and unmindful of injustices of the whites. He has not merely dug 
up a dead civilization] he has lured baok its soul,** One critic says that he 
XIbid., p. 67. 
2Ibid., p. 157. 
SIbid., p. 515, 
4Ibid.. - 
®J. A, Toomey, "So Red the Rose," America LI (August 25, 1934), p, 474, 
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has Witten, in So Red the Rose, not so much about the Old South, as a glass 
through which one sees a fantastle Old South alive.1 
It is soon evident that he is not interested 
in truth, but in romance. Se quickly gives up 
- the fascinating business of creating people for 
the more routine business of pleading their cause.2 
Young is a "master at creating this lush, unreal atmosphere,"® this easy 
luxurious life Of the Old regime.* The total effect of his works is that of 
a long beautiful dream, entirely out of the bounds of reality.® 
Except for the one mulatto, none of his Negro characters, who are types 
rather than personalities, vary from the old literary pattern. Henoe, Young 
has shown that the blaoks are Innately inferior to white people, mentally and 
morally. Negroes are fine people as long as they remain In servitude, for suoh 
is their place. Any attempt at any kind of soolal equality, as was brought 
out by Susie Bedford in So Red the Rose,®and by Rosa in The Torches Flare,* 
would result In a sooial disaster. He has failed in his blind pride in the 
Southern heritage, and thus has ignored the ugly problems in Mississippi in 
favor of ideals with a definite romantic tone. 
The mulatto has played an important part in the writings of the authors 
of this group. He has been generally portrayed as the possessor of some degree 
of intelligence. His power of understanding has not come so muoh from his 
ability as a person, as it has/oome from his white heritage* Preoieuse in the 
No-NatIon Girl was intelligent because of the traits whioh she inherited from 
her 
her white father* she was superstitious because of^heritage from her mother. 
*Ibid. ’'' '" " ' 
^Mary McCarthy, "So Red the Rose," Nat ion CXXXIX (August 8, 1934), 16.7* . 
8Ibid., p. 168* 
*"Heaven Trees," New York Times (October 3, 1926), p. 8. 
®*Torohes Flare," Independence (June 16, 1928), p. 581* 
6Cf. above p. 46* 
7Cf. above, p. 44» 
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Likewise Baptiste of Come in at the Door was able to remain, free of the 
superstitious element for a long time beoause of his Anglo«3axon blood* 
Braxton in The Red Cook Crows was able to reason and display knowledge 
beoause he was '"white, all white really** Preoieuse, Baptiste and Cissie 
Whipple in Boss Man, who was educated beoause she was "mostly white,* were 
frustrated individuals beoause they were forced into the Negro group* 
These novelists of this first division, with Stark Toung as the ohief, 
have inherited, to a large extent, the plantation tradition sustained in 
Southern fiction* They have given in one way or another both the physical 
and spiritual aspects of the old pattern* Their plantations have varied from 
the ^run-down* plaoe in Follow the Drinking Gourd to the most stately house 
surrounded by broad fields against a background of rose gardens as is found 
in Heaven Trees* Their Negroes have been as devoted and loyal to the whites 
as the latter have been benevolent toward the blacks* Only two writers, 
Franoes Gaither and William March Campbell varied to any extent from the 
established concept* The authors are reminisoent of the lost glory, and seem 
to oling to the past* To them Negroes are Negroes and oannot esoape the taint, 
though there may be good ones and bad ones* Generally, they are a lazy 
shiftless lot who will not work unless forced to do so* Like children, they 
are incapable of self-disoipline and forethought* They live only for the moment. 
They smile, laugh, and enjoy themselves, no matter what straits they are in* 
Most of them held plaoes of servitude* Notwithstanding the faot that .there 
were and still are Negroes similar in some aspects to these types, as is true 
**** *-*» - *• *** 
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of any racial group* the Mississippi romanticists failed in their depiotion 
of the blaoks* and thus have not painted the oomplete pioture* 
CHAPTER III 
1 
HEW TRENDS IN MISSISSIPPI FICTION 
Unlike their oontemporaries of the preoeding chapter, «ho defend the 
plantation tradition, a few author*, not only reject the pattern, but present 
realistio Negro oharaoters. They realise that house~aervants, immoral freedmen, 
and oontented, lazy, inferior person* are not the only kind of blaoks, and 
a* realistio novelists, they show many types* In brief, they Interpret the 
Negro as an individual, rather than as a superficial type* The writers of 
this group inolude John Faulkner, Reuben Davis, Robert Ryles, Maxwell Bodenheim, 
James Street, Edward Kimbrough, and William Faulkner* 
In Men Working (1941) John Faulkner has oonoerned himself least with the 
Negro, but his attitude is revealed in the presentation of the poor blaoks 
and the poor whites, the W* P* A* workers who resent Negroes as their eoonomio 
equals.1 AH of the worker* are ignorant alike, as for example, one of the 
welfare agents said about the use of relief ooramoditiesi 
• • • did you hear what that nigger woman said? Said she 
didn't want no more of them long oabbage oelery • 
Said she oooked it every way she knew how and she never 
oould get it so her family eould eat it,2 
A white woman said that grapefruits were the largest oranges that she ever 
saw; she put them on a shelf behind the stove to ripen*^ The ignoranoe of these 
white relief workers is further illustrated in the following* 
'And this oatmeal* Some of them remembered the oat 
part and some the meal*' One woman gave the oatmeal 
to her mule* A man thought it was meal and oooked 
some as oornbread*4 
•^•John Faulkner, Men Working (New York, 1941), p* 6. 
2Ibid., p. 112. 
^Ib Id* 
^Ibidt| p« XX3« 
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John Faulkner# oomparable to Erskine Caldwell in Tobaooo Road, realistically 
depicts the deplorable conditions of Negroes and poor whites alike#* He wakes 
no distinction between these poverty-stricken people# However# as the poor 
whites generally look down upon Negroes as their inferiors so did these "V# 
P# and Aers#" 
i 
Another book by Faulkner is Dollar Cotton (1942)* It is the story of 
old nan Town# a poor hiliman who oomes to the Mississippi Delta and hacks 
his way through "oane brake and oottonmouth to Delta silt" and a fortune# He 
worked and cheated the blaoks until he became a rich man# The author emphasizes 
this fact# as for example when the planter Otis Town# paid his Negro helper# 
he gave him only a fraction of the amount that he got from one of his twenty 
2 
bales of cotton# Tet the farmer felt that he would have paid him even less# 
had he had the money to furnish the Negro supplies# Moreover# Town killed 
one of his tenants when he protested about the small sum that was paid him# 
Then he took the Negro man's wife to live with him# 
Mrs# Town# Otis's wife# in keeping with all hill people# thought of 
Negroes as an alien raoe who robbed her of her heritage to labor# She had 
a natural aversion to them#8 Tet# in oontrast to her is the Negro woman who 
allowed her enemy, Mrs# Town, to live in^1*house# while she herself lived 
in a humble oabin in the rear# The lawyer who regarded this as a noble deed 
remarkedi 
I wish the white race was as well endowed with sin» 
eerity and unselfishness and the fine knowledge of the 
fitness of things as yours is#4 
*John Selby "Scanning New Books#* Commercial Dispatch (August 10# 1941)# 
10# * 
2John Faulkner# Dollar Cotton (New York, 1942)# p# 25# 
8Ibid., p# 48# 
4Ib id# 
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In brief» then» John Faulkner reports upon the worst aspects of the South* 
Both raoes are in the sans olass, and both are genarally illiterate* His 
novels belong to decadent Southern fiction* Although his aim is to present 
conditions as they actually are, he differs from his brother William in that 
he does not hit upon deep notes of tragedy, nor does he bog down in pointless 
and undisoiplined orgies of miasmio prose* 
Reuben Davis' Butoher Bird (1936) deals with Negroes far more than the 
foregoing novels* Picturing the Negroes as human beings,^ capable of love, 
hate, and other emotions, the author does not attempt to deal with any phase 
of the racial, social, or eoonomio problems* The book is a romantic love 
story of Negro sharecroppers, centering around Manboy and Saphronia* Critios 
of the new school of realism contend that the author is a romantioist, an 
escapist who has not drawn a typioal picture of the Negroes of the ootton-field 
region, and he has thus minimized the woes of the sharecroppers*3 Despite tie 
fact that this is true and that Davis has not pictured the blacks as 
inordinately underprivileged, or as the viotims of économie exploitation,4 
he is a realist in his development of Negro oharaoter* The novel is an idyll 
of their life* The author, unlike the disolples of the plantation tradition, 
does not stress the raoial traits and quaintness of the African descendants* 
In faot, he makes it clear that Manboy was not superstitious, for he believed 
neither in ghosts nor in "vood<ft.sm** The author has presented the blaok 
community of Caney Point with a clarity and understanding which makes its 
^Edith Walton, "Butcher Bird' and Some Other Recent Books of Fiotion,* 
New York Times Book Review (February 9, 1939), 6* . 
^Mrs. E* L* Stainton, "Delta Again to Fore in Creative Literature,* 
Memphis Commercial Appeal (Maroh 8, 1936), IQ* . * 
ith Walton, o£« clt,, p* 6* 
^Reuben Davis, Butoher Bird (Boston, 1936), pp* 165, 251* 
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individuals stand out»! 
In contrast to Davis» vho is. interested in a romanoe, Robert Rylee, 
author of Deep Dark River (1935)» deals with the Negro in a muoh broader 
aspeot» The title is symbolic* the river typifies the stream of struggling 
blaoks. It ié the story of Hose Southwlek, a Hississippi Negro sharecropper, 
who is victimised by a white overseer and sentenoed to life imprisonment by 
means of oonspiraoy, strong raoe prejudice, and the domination of oourts by 
whites» 
Hose Southwiok is drawn as a human being rather than as a Southern 
stereotype» Although he works in a gravel pit in "an energetic and faithful 
fashion" and is considered among others as a "good hand," he is a man who 
has looked beyond the realm of common things» Life meant more to him them a 
series of days filled with tasks, pleasures and sorrows»2 He decided to 
become a minister» In realising the immediate problem, of a livelihood, 
however, he pushes this idea in the back of his mind»3 • Describing his 
personality, the author writes* 
You would not have doubted it} the earnest simplioity 
of his speech contained no guile» Doubtless he had, in one 
way or another, heard a divine voice» Surely no judge could 
rightly deny his allegation} let truth go with him as far 
as it may.* 
Although he was not satisfied with the conditions of his race, he had an 
uncomplaining nature, and tried to make the best of eaoh situation» Born 
"into the travails of his race," he had* 
• • • accepted them and had turned into himself for a , 
means to express the passionate warmth of his heart» 
For he was a steady and kindly individual, reasonable 
"Edith Walton, op» cit»^ p* 6» 
2Robert Rylee, 0£. oit», p* 49» 
gIbld., p. 17. 
4Ibid.. . . 
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in action and expression, with that Bureness of exeotition 
natural to people who are moving toward a desired 
consummation without any undue let along the way.l 
Nor was he satisfied with himself as a gravel pit worker or a shareoropper, 
for he ohanted in a mournful voice t "Weary, weary, Lawd, this child am weary 
• • • all day long I'se weary Lawd.*2 * * * 6 His spirit, nevertheless, was fresh and 
hopeful*3 Unable to make a oomplete adjustment to his home life, he neither 
despaired nor lost sympathy for his maladjusted wife, but compensated by 
producing one of the best orops in the district*^ 
Unable to work in Louisiana any longer where the laborers had been 
reduced, he went to Mississippi "where the position of the Negro is • • • 
wretohed,"5 and began farming with his brother Allen* He encountered no 
difficulty working with and living among the plantation blaoks* It was bare 
that he became the victim of white oppression* 
Upon learning of the illicit relationship existing between the white 
overseer, Birney, and his wife, he hoped that he would never see them together, 
for the sight would provoke him to violence. He wished to live a normal life 
without eonfliot* Yet, he was too strong a character "to lie down and bawl 
and kick his feet against the ground* Let the future bring what it slight* 
. * * Perhaps he might not be there to see the end of his labors} that did 
-6 
not justify his forsaking the labor*" Finally, he found the oouple in his 
house. The overseer, who was exasperated upon being discovered, made an 




Jbid., pp* 106-07* 
6Ibid., p. 17* 
6Ibid., p. 131* 
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All right, Mr* Birney, I*m going to lot you go* But 
you ain't goin to béat mo an you ain't never goln to eome 
in my house no more* Iff in she want to live wid you in 
yore house, dat's between she an you* • • • Now you go 
on away an don't you never oome baok oause if you do, I'm 
goin to break your neck** 
Birney, muoh enraged at such bold words, threatened the Negro, and told 
him that he would handle him* Thenceforth, he schemed against him by employing 
another of his raoe to kill him* When Mose killed the other man instead, the 
overseer paid the jury to eonviet him. Thus he was Imprisoned for life* 
In spite of all the black man's efforts to live a peaceful, quiet life, 
he was hampered and mistreated* It is through him that the author portrays 
white injustice, and through his lawyer, Mary Winston, that he shows the 
liberalism of the few and expresses his own attitude toward the minority 
group* 
Mary, a native Missiesippian who "loved” her State beoause she was a 
part of it, yet hated it equally as much beoause of existing conditions, 
became the defender of Mose* Without ever having seen him, she knew that his 
was a oase against the "established order of the State** She was aware, more¬ 
over, that it was no delicate fight, and that his defense must be a partial 
truth) for the jury of Misslssippians simply oould not be told that Mose was 
defending his home from a white man and had killed a Negro assassin oarrylng 
the gun of the white man who had sent him* Yet, she felt confident that the 
Negro would be aoquitted, and did all that was in her power to save him) for 
she was not only Interested in his oase, but in improving the conditions of 
Negroes and in oreating an understanding between the races.2 So strong is the 
llbld*, p. 136* 
2Ibid., p* 187. 
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race prejudice in the community that à man’s own sons Ornud and Lonnie doped 
him and sent him to an Insane asylum so that he would not save the blaek man 
from the penitentiary,* Despite these obstacles, Mary tried to appeal to the 
better judgment of the jury who knew that the man was innooent. She said* 
The thing to consider is that we, you and I,* as members 
of this social group here, owe it to ourselves, to our 
own self-respeot, to act justly In the problems of our 
;lives. It is. up to us to meet eaoh'situation. • • by 
'Sailing upon the best that is in us. It is this whioh makes 
for progress of our community. That man sitting there 
is innooent. If you convict him, you will be wronging this 
State as muoh as him. ... 
The law says that you have no right to convict that 
man as long as any reasonable doubt remains in your minds 
as to his guilt. • • .2 
She speaks of people who have the power to improve a situation of this 
I 
kind, but who live In their own little realm and disregard the issue, without 
realizing the effeot that this neglect has oh them* 
... that’s not all there is'to it. It degrades 
people to evade life that way. It’s what’s wrong 
with this community. Maybe one life out of the 
way isn’t much; à little thing, but it weakens 
the whole people.3 
Mary lost her oase, but she remainèd^UrçeRylee, quite hopeful, that conditions 
will be improved.* 
The other Negro characters, though large in number, are not so dearly 
portrayed as Mose. Appearing on the surface as happy and oarefree, these 
sharecroppers are in reality discontented. After working in the fields, they 
meet at various oabins and laugh and talk aimlessly in an apparent surrender 
to the simplicity of lifej® but 
• • • • the undertone of all this was sad and fate»' 
loaded. The Negroes are not a happy people, • • • • 
they have a ritual of sadness whioh transmutes the 
*Ibld., pp. 159-60. 
2Ibid., p. 264. 
gIbld., p. 203. 
4Ibid., pp. 290, 293. 
5Ibid., p. 72. 
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painful experienoea of life Into viotory of a sort , • • . 
Because he la aware of hia state» the Negro 
for the moat part bears his burden with a oheer that is 
the honor of hia raoe, He makes his mansion of the 
things others have oast off. To relieve hia soul, he 
is endlessly ritualistio,* 
Bylee oritioizea the "moonlight and magnolia" conventions and goes 
beneath the surface in portraying the characters,of the oppressed raoe. 
Few authors show a better understanding of the Negro mind and heart,^ 
Through the young lawyer, Mary, he gave an arresting appeal for a greater 
understanding of the Negro and for sooial justice,® As a seat of raolal 
prejudice Mississippi disappoints him, but he has hope, that conditions, 
through a slow prooess will improve. 
Likewise, in St, George of Weldon (1937), Rylee reveals the same 
comprehension of the Negro, though he does not strongly delineate him. 
He points out that the blaok man is mistreated and made the unhappy sufferer 
» 
of the whites,*1 The injustices inflioted upon the Negro are brought out 
during the hanging of an innooent Negro,® 
Rylee knows and loves his Mississippi, Beoause of thi§ he is filled 
with a passionate fury when the State disappoints him,6 He states the problem 
of raolal Injustices with clarity,7 for He is a teller of truth as he sees it ,8 
Rylee takes a "wholesome look at an unwholesome situation,*® Throughout his 
books flows a current of appeal for .a greater understanding and for sooial 
justioe for the Negro, Rylee, realist, though he is, does not idealize the 
J-Ibld,, pp, 72-73, 
^Edward Dewey, "Deep Dark River," Survey Graphic; HIV'(October;. 1935), 
503, 
®A, S, A,, ^Deep Dark River," Crozer Quarterly. Ill (October, 1935), 
411. 
. 4sterling Brown, op, cit,, p, 171, 
^Robert Rylee, St, George of Weldon (New York, 1937), p, 161. 
®Emily Clark, "Robert Rylee," Books (June 30, 1935) 7» 
7*Deep Dark River," Christian Century, LII (July 24, 1935), 967, 
®Fanny Butcher, "Deep Dark River," Chioago Daily Tribune (June 29, 1935),8. 
^Julius Adelbery, "Robert Rylee," Boston Transorlpt (June 29, 1935), 2, 
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Negro for he inoludes sketches of Negro highjaokers, bootlegger*» and easy 
women** 
In oontrast to Rylee who ha* presented the horrors of his State» 
Rodenheim, writer of Ninth Avenue (1926)» has eonoerned himself with the 
liberali8tio attitude toward sooial equality of the two raoes* Through Blanche» 
Rodenheim expresses his beliefs that Negroes are the sooial and intellectual 
equals of any group. At first, Blanche, not really knowing blaok people — 
for she had not been thrown in eontaot with them — thought that there were 
no Negro artists, .but soon she felt that 
» • • she had been foolish and thoughtless— there was no 
valid reason why Negroes should not voloe their' feelings 
and search for beauty and uniqueness* • • • They were 
human beings, too, and their hearts and minds were probably 
often much more restless than those of most white people*^ 
Upon observing her perplexity, Ben Helgin, a white novelist, informed her that 
this type of sooial aotivity was the "latest fad among white dilettantes*"3 
In fact, he told hart 
They are frrhite artists} now busily engaged in patronising 
and eulogizing the Negro race* * * * It tickles his jaded 
senses and reassures him of his deoadence, and provides 
him with material for novels** 
Moreover, Helgin said that this sooial gesture, whioh had begun to break down 
age-old barriers, was honest and slnoeref and would end in an avalanche,® 
Many Negro artists were present at the funotion,*who were quite able to stand 
shoulder to shoulder with white creators."® 
^Sterling Brown, op. clt., p* 171* 
2Maxwell Bodenheim, Ninth Avenue (New York, 1926), p* 200* 
3Ibid., p. 201, 
4Ibid* 
6Ibid.- - 
6Ibid., p. 203* 
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Though Blanche aooepted the information that Negroes were intellectually 
equal to whites, she kept thinjfing that she could never fall in love with 
a black man. Eventually, however, she became interested in a Negro poet, 
Eric Starling, though unaware of his Negro blood.* After he informed her of 
the fact — for he did not wish to deceive her, as he was "damn proud of his 
Negro blood"—2 she defied all for his sake, though the future "with all its 
ghastly danger and troubles"® stood before her. She realised t 
If she married him, or if they lived together, her 
father and brothers would try to kill him, or injure him 
• • • • the stupid rough-neoks—and her mother would weep 
and shriek and try to kill herself, and other people 
would shun them, or make trouble for them. 4 
Despite the hatred of her family for Erio, she was willing to "go through ten 
thousands hells, for he was better than any white man she ever met."® At any 
rate, all the "world wanted was to 'keep him in his place,* these in-tel-li-gent 
people. . • ."1 2 * 4 5 6 
Bodenheim in Ninth Avenue has stepped far beyond the bounds of the 
plantation romanticist in depioting the oultural, intellectual, and sooial 
equality of the blaok man. He believes that it is beoause the white man does 
not know the Negro that he has uncongenial attitudes toward the blaok. When 
he discovers the Negro's fine qualities, he should aooept them with an 
unprejudiced mind, and willingly disoard all previous assumptions as Blanche 
did. The author thus shows that he specifically belongs to that school of 
Southern realists who see the Negro as he is*^ 
1Ibid.i p. 212. 
2Ibid., p. 218. 
5Ibid., p. 236. 
4Ibld. 
5Ibid., p* 243. 
6Ibid., p. 266* 
^ "Ninth Avenue," Independent, CLXX7II (December 11, 1926), 682. ■ « 
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Another Important writer, from the standpoint of hia authentic and 
realistio portrayal of the South,* is James Street, He has written 
In My Father's House (1941), a saga of the Civil War* Oh Promised Land (1940), 
, ft*. 
Tap Roots (1942), and^alour and Arms (1944), 
4 ’ r ' 1 
In My Father*s House (1941) will be discussed briefly as it is the least 
important with references to the Negro, The only minor Negro oharaoters who 
actually appear on the scene are “Aunt Tunia, - good neighbor" -cook, and washer¬ 
woman of the Abernathys, and her son Kink, The boy was a good friend and 
companion to the white ohild Hobson Abernathy, They played together, often 
shared the same bed,2 and exchanged knowledge about people and things,® Hob 
willingly gave Kink anything that he possessed,^ Of oourse. Hob thought that 
the Negroes were olever, generally, for they knew how to obtain what they wanted 
from the whites. 
. Most folks thinks oolored folks laugh and sing 
beoause they’re happy, but that ain’t so. They out 
up thataway to keep the white folks in a good humor, 
so the white folks will give ’em things, A oolored 
man ain’t got a dog’s chance unless the white folks 
thinks he’s a good *un. They know how to get around 
white folks. They have to know, or else they’d be 
worse off than they are,® 
Thus, the author defies the'traditional belief of the plantation that Negroes 
are happy. He interprets the character of the blaok man* he understands the 
South, 
Sam Dabney of 1800, a courageous dynamic personality, his family, friedds, 
*Faul Engle, "Street," Saturday Review of Literature XXV (August 1, 1942), 
'Vames Street, In My Father’s House (New York, 1941), p, 44, 
3Ibld. 
4Ibld., p. 139. 
6Ibid., p. 139. 
15. 
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and slaves who fought Indians, wilderness and marsh land of Mississippi to 
reaoh the promised land^form the plot of Oh Promised Land (1940), 
<• 
Similar to Hob of In My Father*s House, Sam realised, after many years, 
that the Negro "is not a happy creature, but sensitive and easy to bruise and 
ready to brood.During his earlier life he owned slaves, but during his 
later life he had none ~ surrounding plantations had many slaves —, for 
neither he nor his son believed in slavery* Onoe, he fought the Indiana to 
protect two of his Negroes, Sukey and her half-breed Indian baby, Dabby.2 
It did not matter to him and his companions that they were greatly outnumbered 
by the Indians, they oould not think of "sending a mother and her baby to 
death*Sukey, when she was about to be taken was brave, and she showed that 
"courage is a thing that all women share, and color is of no value.*4 
* 
Jasper, another slave in the household was, similar to Sukey, trustworthy 
and honest* To them^Sam oonfided his most intimate secret — that of his 
taking the illegitimate baby, Hoab, of his sister Honoris as his own* He knew 
that "they would hever reveal the secret.*** 
When Dabby, the Negro — Indian half-breed grew up she beoame the mistress 
of Flournoy, who was the brother-in-law of Sam Dabney. Unlike the traditional 
immoral woman of literature, Dabby was a woman whom he loved and trusted* She, 
in turn, loved and trusted this white man* Flournoy freed her and her mother 
Sukey, publioly proclaimed his love for Dabby, denounoed and humiliated his own 
wife, Honoria*6 
^James Street, Oh Promised Land (New York, 1940), p* 4. 
2Ibid., p. 43. 
5Ibid., p. 203* 
4Ibid., p. 207. 
6Ibid., p. 381. 
6Ibid., p. 617. 
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That Street has made an important issue of the Dabney group fighting to 
protest the slaves* not for eeonomie reasons* but to save them as people from 
death is an indieation^he has realistio tendencies* Even., of more importance 
is his depiotion of honest Negroes} and of Dabby* as a chosen eompanion of the 
white man* As a historical novelists* he sets a high standard* for in Oh 
Promised Land* Street has depioted truth*! 
Tap Roots (1942)* sequel to Oh Promised Land* is a novel of an anti- . 
slavery seotion of Mississippi from 1858 to 1865* Hoab Dabney* who thinks 
that he is the ohild of Sam Dabney, his sons and his daughters maintain 
their leadership in fighting to keep the country free of slaves* They* 
eourageously fought the Southern regiment that was sent to stamp out their 
rebellion»^ whioh outnumbered them five to one* for they did not advooate 
slavery» "Human bondage is wrong,*3 Benoe, these men — Hoab, Kirkland, 
Keith Alexander* Hoab's sons* outstanding abolitionists — fought for the 
freedom of Negroes* Hoab's strong belief in the freedom was more important 
to him than the happiness of hiw own daughter* His regiment killed his son- 
in-law at his eonpand* After seising his son-in-law's father's house to use 
as a fort* Hoab made him flee the valley. 
Quint* a Negro of the Dabney household* fought side by side with the 
anti-slavery group* He* however* did not use the same weapon* for Rev* Kirkland 
had refused to give him a gun* Abolitionist* though he was* he oould not 
bring himself to give a Negro a gun to use against white men* 
Quint smiled a'sad smile and'in the strange 
wisdom of his kind* a wisdom that always has 
' ' ■ ' . 
!"0h Promised Land," The Atlantic Monthly,^ May* 1940), 595i • . 
^Jamss Street* Tap Roots (New York* 1942), p* 375* 
SIbld** p. 118. 
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been beyond the ken of white men, he wondered 
if the white man ever would give the Negro the 
weapons with whioh to defend himself.l 
Quint was the first of the troop to die* ~The author points out that his 
8oreams were not those of pain, but those of hate against an established 
order.2 He, "a free man of color," did not die defending the Dabneys, bub 
himself, with nothing to help himself except a knife, and "with no ohore to 
g 
do exoept notoh bullets*" 
Kyd, a mixed blooded Negro, though very white in appearanoe, came to 
* ’ 
live with the Dabneys after misfortune befell her mother* Discovering the 
faot that she was not all white, Sam and Hoab, kept the secret from each other, 
for one feared that the other would not aooept Kyd. Sam, fearing that Hoab 
would not keep her as a member of his family, onoe he discovered her heritage, 
made ample provisions for the ohild in his will.* Hoab, likewise, took her 
willingly as a member of his family, but feared that Sam would love her less* 
"Sam loved her so much.® She meant so much to him* She means so muoh 
to all of us that no one must know, Kyd above all,*® It made no difference 
to Hoab that his own son fell in love with the mixed blooded woman, for he 
y 
said» "There is no such thing as ÿure blood*" The father said that their 
love was the work of God, and that he would not interfere and have his son 
punished*® Like Bodenheim, Street shows that he believes in the equality of 
^Ibid*, p. 626. 5 
2 Ibid. 
®Ibid.j p. 527. 
4Ibid*i p. 44. 
5Ibid., p. 226. 
6Ibid., p. 227. 
7Ibid., p. 446. 
®Ibid. 
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raoes to the extent of intermarriage. 
In Tap Roots James Street has remained the realist in the presentations 
of his ideas about Negroes. His character development of the blacks is not 
so strong as his fights through his -white characters, for the freedom and 
justice of Negro S5&an. He, like Hoab Dabney, loves the. South, but he hates 
the ugliness and injustices .*• 
The last of the trilogy, By Valour and Arms (1944), is, similar to the 
preceding book, a historical novel of the South in the early years of the 
Civil War. The most dearly drawn black character is Gar Rivers, an inspiring, 
intelligent Negro, who comprehended readily,^ and who was "an artist of sorts. 
He and Vespasian were good friends, not as master, and slave, but as man to man. 
After Gar was freed, Wyeth Woodward, a Confederate sailor, told him to go away 
to Prance or -the West Indies sus order to teach others. But he remained, for he 
4 
wanted to help his own people in Mississippi to become literate as he was. 
The Negro possesses the same ability, and capacity to learn as the white 
man, for Laurel a white character, says that the Anglo-Saxons claim that the 
African descendant cannot learn, but they have such fears about his potenti- 
g 
alities that they pass law3 to prevent his learning. If given a chance, she 
g 
contends, some Negroes would learn more readily than the whites. Her nurse, 
Charity, as "black as midnight, learned to read when I did by watohing the 
7 
picture book. She learned the words by sight." 
1Ibid., p. 528. 
o 
James Street, By Valour and Arms (New York, 1944) p. 219. 
^George Giswell, "By Yalour and Arms," Book Week (Sept, 24, 1944), 3. 
4 
James Street, By Valour and Arms, p. 224. 




In this novel is the same Hoab Dabney who hated slavery and the 
Confederacy more than he hated anything* He had led his oounty into open 
defianoe of Mississippi** He gave notioe that Lebanon County was seoeding from 
the State and that he was ready to fight for independence# 
Wyeth Woodward and his sweetheart Laurdl did not believe in the slavery 
that they were fighting to preserve*^ They felt that few people approved, of 
slavery hut held on to it for eoonomio reasons* Wyeth only disliked Negroes 
as individuals but had no hatytTor them as a raoe* He did* however* feel 
contemptuous of the raoe as a whole for being so dooile and for not rising up 
against its masters*5 
In oontrast to Wyeth and Laurel there was Mort* who hated Negroes so muoh 
that he derived a special joy from killing them* He was fighting in the war 
to keep the Negro "in his plaoe.*4 But hei 
• * «belonged to that class of whites who 
appreciated Negroes as individuals* but 
who hated their raoe* Sueh men were 
viotims of a maddening bigotry born of 
ignoranoe* superstltution and eoonomio fear.*5 
As in Tap Roots* Street warns his readers again in By Valour and Arms that 
they will hot find the Civil War of Lee and Jaokson# "This is history as it 
happened*"6 It is a good story of eredible human beings without skimping or 
falsifying events.7 
Unlike the romanticists James Street's historieal novels do not try to 
*See Tap Roots* p* 114* 
^James Street* By Valour and Arms* p* 85* 
3Ibid. 
4Ibld.* p. 51* 
5Ibid. - -   - - 
®Mary Ross* "By Valour and Arms," Weekly Book Review (September 24, 1944), 
6 • « * ’ ' '   
7L. B* Hill* "By Valour and Arms," ' Springfield Republican (Oot. 15, 1944), 
4d# ■ 
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make their impact by an appeal to great houses* gaudy olothes* and elaborate 
maimers* nor by complication of Incidents continued put of all forms of reality,* 
Above all* the characters are not merely the stuffed types of the idealist* 
but perfectly possible man* given to error^ and women like Honora* Dabby, and 
Laurel, Woodward's fiancee neither impractical nor delicate*^ He is a realist* 
for he sees life as it is. Throughout all the books discussed* there is a 
general tone of the author*s belief in the ability and intelligence of the 
oppressed people. If given a chanoe* the black man is intellectually and 
sooially equal to the whites. His characters* suoh as Sam and Hoab Dabney* 
Keith Alexander* though Southerners* were strong in their eonviotions and thus 
fought for the abolition of slavery. Street is thoroughly acquainted with the 
South* and his love for lt}as well as his desire for it to be a plaoe of 
freedom for the underprivileged* even to the point of bloodshed^ls undisguised. 
He is similar* however* to the traditional novelists in suoh^statement as 
"Quint smiled a sad smile in the strange wisdom of his kind"® 
Another writer* strong in his eonviotions for Negro justioe is Edward 
Kimbrough, His two novels* From Hell to Breakfast (1941) and Night Fire (1946) 
will be discussed here, A Mississippi politioal oampalgn provides the back¬ 
ground of his first book. There is aotually no characterization of Negroes* 
Only a few servants make unimportant appearanoes on the soene* 
The author* however* is interested in eoonomio justice for the Negroes 
and poor whites alike* and he pleads for it and for equality for the blaoks 
through Jerry Clinton* son of an aristocratie* traditional* southern Colonel, 
^•Paul Engle* "Janes Street*" Saturday Review of Literature* XXV (Aug, 1* 
1942), 16, . 
2Ibid. 
®Cf. above* p, 62. 
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À8 one become* more acquainted with young Jerry, who plan* to run for Senator, 
one in turn understands more, the author's attitude toward the oppressed 
people* Believing that blaok labor and white labor oan cooperate Jerry 
attempts, along with less significant white personalities^ to organise them 
into one union. He felt that in order to be completely successful in his 
efforts, he had to conquer the Southerners, particularly the foul politicians, 
who oame under the label of "Christians*"** This group thrived on the exploitation 
of the poor of both raoes, and inspired racial hatred* 
Jerry orltises the South as a place of racial hatred and past glory • 
"Southerners have proceeded to beoome nazis also* • • The faoist is here 
in raoe prejudice*"5 Further he says* 
The people of the South are unreal, they are still 
living in a tradition and the women are still in 
hoop skirts* * «They are born with a sugar-tongue* It 
is a form of courage. By assuring eaoh other constantly 
that they are handsome and talented and smart, they 
sorta fortify themselves with their own superiority as 
a people*^ 
It is then that Jerry rejects the old plantation pattern* 
Although the Negroes and whites of From Hell to Breakfast were never 
organised into a union, the author proves in Night Fire (1946) that the two 
racial groups oan work side by side amiably without friotion* Bevo Banes had 
them working together in his "mill*"5 
The story is built around Ashby Pelham, Temp, who lived with the Pelhams, 
the vietimised Negro, and a girl named Laurel* Temp only disoiplined his own 
daughter^* "high yaller," but that was enough to make an exouse for the Negro- 
*Edward Kimbrough, From Hell to Breakfast (New York, 1941), p* 77* 
2Ibid. 
SIbid.* p* 78. 
4Ibld., p. 55. 
5Edward Kimbrough, Night Fire (New York, 1946), p* 160* 
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hating sheriff* Turkey Littlepage* to start hunting the blaok man with blood¬ 
hounds* He meant to hang the Negro* onoe he was caught* Turkey blamed all 
the crimes that had been committed in the community and vioinity on him* 
Like Mort* he possessed a great hate for the blaok mani 
Tou damn right I hate em* * * 
And if you think 1 am going to let this 
one get away* after being humilated with 
them hounds * * * * I’ve done told the 
voters I was gonna git a dangerous nigger 
with 'em* and I'm gonna do it.* 
Ashby told the sheriff that if he oonvicted the Negro that he* in turn* was 
going to fight him* Ashby put forth every effort to save Temp* not merely 
because he was his friend* but because he was a Negro who had no.ehanoe*^ 
"It is what a Pelham would have done as a matter of instinct*"4 
Ashby* in shielding the viotim from the sheriff and the other "nigger 
haters*” was tearing down a tradition* and displaying a contempt for an order 
of things* Equally as strong in her defense of Negroes* Laurel fought for the 
protection of Temp* for she* too* believed in justice for the minority group*® 
Among the other Negro characters is Num* the preaoher* He was permitted 
A 
to sit in the baloony of the white church upon Mr* Pelham's insistance* He 
always gave Ashby the feeling which permeates the book — that of an endless 
storm* grumbling and restlessness among Negroes because of their oircumstanoes* 
Tilda, the mulatto daughter of Ephe who hated her, represents the frustratioi 
that seems to be characteristie of the liberalists mixed blooded characters* 
She joined the Catholio Church* for she was the only one (Negro) being neither 
1Ibid,* p. IS. 
’  2 * 4 * 6Ibid. 
8Ibid>* p. 127. 
4Ibidi 
6Ibid.* p. 225* 
6Ibid.* p. 18. 
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b la ok nor white»^ "And maybe confession is just what she needs* Maybe there 
is no one else she oan talk to except the priest»* Tilda looks upon herself 
as a *no-oolor, filth, filth**S 
Bevo, similar to Wyeth of By Valour and Arms, who saidi *The white and 
4 
the blaok man have got to work double-team down here,* believes that the negroes 
should have a hand in their own saving»^ He said that he had played father to 
the workers at his industrial plant, and for this reason, it was easy for Ephe's 
man to stir up white against blaok» 
They*re men and will have what they 
have because they’re men and not beoause 
I»m pleased to dole it out to *em» They're 
killing beoause they're siok of being children 
and oarried»3 
He feels that the African descendant should be allowed to stand on his own 
feet, for he resents dependenoe on the white man» ‘ _ 
As the author points out that the misjudgmexxb of justioe was not a matter 
of Temp and a Negro-hating sheriff, but it was a matter of threatening an 
established order of the South»? Kimbrough in his two books has two young men, 
Ashby Pelham and Jerry Clinton, eduoated at Harvard, who, like Street's Dabneys 
and Keith Alexander, fought for an equal opportunity for Negroes» Unlike most 
of the writers of this group, Kimbrough is also interested in the eoonomic 
equality of the Negro» His theory, that both races oan work peacefully together, 
begun in his first novel, was proven in the seoond work» Seeing the South and 
its problems, Kimbrough does not fail to present them clearly» 
ilbid., p. 308. 
2Ibid. 
SIbld. 
^Jamos Street, By Valour and Arms, p.242» 
^Edward Kimbrough, Night Fire, p. 300» 
®Ibid., p. 301* 
7Ibid., p. 194. 
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The last and most important of the realists is William Faulkner» He 
is not only an important State writer, but he is an outstanding artist in the 
field of American letters» This realist has based many of his oharaoters and 
episodes on persons and inoidents known to him, and thus has laid the soene 
for many of his novels in the fictitious town of Jefferson, whioh is identical 
to his native Oxford» "Except in oertain novels Oxford exists independently 
as the seat of the State University of Mississippi»*^- It is, then, that 
Jefferson is his "Wessex.* 
Faulkner's novels, for the oonvehienoe of this study, are divided into 
two groups* the first in which the Negro appears incidentally in the back¬ 
ground as a part of the Southern setting, and the seoond in whioh he figures 
significantly. The former division includes Soldiers Bay (1926), Sartoris 
(1929), Sanotuary (1933), and The Hamlet (1940)» In these four books all of 
the Negro oharaoters belong to the servant class and are unflattered repre- 
• f 
sentatives of the author's deoadent South, He only reveals his specific attitude 
toward the blaok man in two instances» He is not at the lowest level of society 
as Snopes, a white man, in Sanctuary says* "the lowest, oheapest thing on this 
earth ain't a nigger* it's a Jew. » » » A Jew is the lowest thing on this 
oreation. We need laws against them»"2 The other implication is seen in a 
Negro character In Sartorls. Caspey, who has recently returned from Franoe, 
where he was a soldier of World War I, to his native Mississippi» He was "a 
total loss, to his father's querulous satisfaction and his brother's and sister's 
admiration;” for his experiences in Franoe had made him more belligerent and 
antagonistic toward the whites* 
^•Joseph W. Beach, American Flot ion 1920—40 (New York, 1941), p. 127. 
‘^William Faulkner, Sanotuary (London, 1933), p, 265» 
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I don't take nothin' fum no white folks no 
mo'* • • • War done changed all dat. If us oullud 
folks is good enough ter save France fum de Germans, 
den us is good enough ter haws de same rights de 
Germans is. French folks thinks so, anyhow, and ef 
America don't dey's ways of learnin1 urn. Tes, suh, it 
wuz de oullud soldier saved Franoe and America bofe, 
• •••••••••• 
War showed de white folks dey can't git along widout 
" * -de oullud man. Tromple him in de dus ’, but when de 
" trouble bust loose, hit's 'Please, suh, Sir. oullud man* 
right dis way whar de bugle blowin', Mr. oullud man* 
you is de savior of de country.' And now de oullud race 
gwine reap de benefits of de war, and dat soon. 
• • • .. . . . . .‘. * 
I got my right in Franoe, and I'm gwine git it here, 
too.* 
Though he is foroed to take an inferior position because of white domination, 
2 
his attitude.remained unchanged. Faulkner, too, was unable to aooept the 
post war world. He brooded over his own situation and the decline of the 
« 
South.0 His dislike for the oonditions of his home form themselves into the 
substance of his novels. 
The Sound and the Fury (1929) and The Unvanquished (1938), two of the 
second group, hit the author's deep note of tragedy, and thus reveal his 
realistic attitude more dearly than the preceding works. The former is an 
intimate study of four members of the white Compson family — representing 
four types and degrees of degeneracy. It is a story of a Southern family of 
gentle blood and its members who become pathological perverts, drunkards, 
suioides, and idiots. Hence, he reports upon the worst, though actual, aspects 
of the South. With its picture of insanity and psychopathy, The Sound and the 
^William Faulkner, Sartoris (New York, 1929 ), pp. 61-2, 66-7. 
2Ibid., p. 83. 
®Maloolm Cowley, ed., The Portable Faulkner (New York, 1946), p. 1. 
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Fury is oomparable to Janes Joyces1 ïïlyssess.l 
Behind these Illiterate, degenerated whites stand the Negroes with their 
servloe and superior moral strength, though they are merely servants in the 
household* They are an unflattering chorus in the drama of a fall of a family*^ 
Among these are Luster and T. P*, who take good care of the thirty three year 
old idiot} Roskus,. and the maternal Dilsey, the oook,^ upon whom all depend* 
She is by far the most important of the Negro characters* Realizing the 
incapability of her mistress, Dilsey assumed the responsibility of managing 
the household,^ and of rearing the Compson ohlldren,® not as a blaok long in. 
the servioe of the family, but as a woman aware of both her ability and moral 
superiority? They are insolent, oontradioting their “white-folks* without 
apologies, “these servants are miles away from the plantation tradition menials*? 
The most olearly drawn person in The Unvanquished is the Negro boy, Rlngo, 
who is the intimate play-mate of the white ohild, Bayard Sartoris* Both 
Bayard and his father looked upon the former as superior to Bayard, for old 
man Sartoris told his son that Ringo was the "smarter of the two*"8 During 
the tin» that he and Granny were stealing mules from the Yankees, the ohild 
^Critics olaim that Faulkner is a student of both Joyoe'and'Dostoevsky* 
See John Chamberlain, "Dostoevsky^s Shadow in the Deep South," New York Times 
Book Review.(February 15, 193l) p* 7. In accord with this opinion^ 
Another writer has said that "William Faulkner is Joyoe's most able and most 
oonsistent American disciple*" "Novels of the Week," Outlook and Independent* 
(October 16, 1929) from a collection of dippings compiled by the Mississippi 
State College Library* 
^Sterling Brown, op* olt*, p. 177* 
^William Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury (New York, 1929), p* 230* 
4Ibld., p* 248* 
6Ibid., 
6Ibld., p* 337*. 
^Sterling Brown, ojo, olt*, p* 177* 
®William Faulkner, The TJnvanquished (New York, 1938), p* 48* 
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v 
displayed more common judgment than the whit® adult. Ee wrote some of the forged 
letters and ohanged the names on some of them to prevent the Yankees from 
besoming suspicious.* That Ringo is the most interesting character of the novel' 
may be questioned by those who oherish the ante-bellum South, for they will 
oontend that the most important one in Granny, to whom lies, theft, and murder 
meant little in comparison with her desire to save the South. Her oourage 
equals her oriminality. Although what the author thinks of her and others 
like her is difficult to discern until Bayard returns from law school and 
defies the Southern code.* 
The two most significant novels with reference to this study are 
Absalom, Absalom! (1936), whioh clearly reveals Faulkner’s attitude toward the 
Old South, the plantation tradition, and hence toward the Negro, and Light in 
August (1932), which gives a vivid, realistic treatment of the black. Thomas 
Sutpen, the demon of Absalom, Absalom!, upon discovering that his wife has 
Negro blood, deserts her and his son, Charles Bon, for whom he amply provides 
and moves to Mississippi with his numerous Haitian slaves, founds a plantatiaa, 
and marries again. Years later his half-breed son appears on the scene and 
resolves to marry his half-sister to revenge his father who disclaimed him. 
Instead, however, Charles is killed by his half-brother. This story of the 
old South is told two generations later through the conversations of two Harvard 
students, Quentin Compson^a Southerner, the grandson of Sutpen, and Shreve 
MoCannon, a Canadian, who are looking down from an ivory tower. 
It is in this discussion and the reactions of both young men to the episode 
"XIbid., p. 128.."." 
Louis Fromenberger, "Faulkner’s Dismal Swamp,* Nation C2LVT (February 
19, 1938), p. 212. 
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that one sees Faulkner‘s stand* To the Canadian* the romance and tragedy of 
the ante-bellum South and its fateful inheritance are hardly conceivable, for 
he saysi "We don't live among defeated grandfathers and freed slaves*** 
* 
On the other hand, to the Southerner, it Is the more horrid fascination in which 
he is involved, from whioh he, Faulkner, oannot completely escape, despite his 
desire to do so* Shreve is aware of Quentin's shrinking from whatever is 
repellent in Southern life and history, and thus asks him* "Why do you hate 
the South?"2 Quentin replies* *1 don't hate it* I don't hate it," he repeats, 
speaking for the author as well as for himself, "I don't! I don't, hate it!*® 
Eenoe, Faulkner's position is olearly shown, for he does not hate the South, 
as is evidenoed by his present residence, and his writings, but there is muoh 
that is distasteful to him — cruelty, ugliness, injustice, obsoenity — much 
that seems to be "hopeless and perverse."* 
In Light in August, as In Absalom, Absalom! the author has shown that 
persons in the region today are still shadowed by evils inherited from a 
pre-war social system* It is in this story that he realistically depiots the 
violence, horror, and injustice of the whites toward the Negro* Violence ensues, 
horror triumphs, and injustice is the victor* 
Joseph Christmas, a mulatto, the tragie hero,® is presented as a man in 
this cruel white environment over whioh he has no control* Be is the son of 
a white woman and a Negro man — an unusual oase of miscegenation for a 
Southern novelist to portray. His grandfather's way of dealing with this racial 
mixture is to shoot the father, let the mother die of neglect, and arrange for 
the adoption of the ohild by the oruel, pious farmer, MoEaohern, as great a 
*WIlliam Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! (New York, 1936), p* 348* 
2Ibid., p. 378. 
« 
°Ibid., See also Malcolm Cowley, og* olt., p. 12* 
*J. W* Beaoh, op* cit., p* 142* 
5Sterling Brown, o£. cit., p* 112* 
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"nigger hater” as himself*1 It is this grandfather, "Old Doo” Hines, who 
advocates the extermination of Negroes in the interest of racial parity, 
who is the fieroest of all in stirring up the spirit of lynching against his 
grandson* 
After Christmas becomes a grown man, his life oonsists of a series of 
efforts to work out of his blood the sense of racial inferiority whioh had been 
f 
instilled within him in his early childhood. For many years he travelled over 
the country, having relations with many colored and white women, invariably 
Informing them that he was a Negro.2 The last of his affairs is with an older 
sex-obssesed Yankee woman, who spent most of her life counseling Negro women 
of the Mississippi community, for her desire and hope, whioh are those of the 
author, are to raise the blaoks to the level of the white.3 when she grows 
old, she attempts to force Christmas to the role of repentant sinner, and thus 
drives him to a desperate fury in whioh he outs her throat.4 After the murder, 
he runs away, hiding, travelling from day to day. It seemed that there was 
always 
... too much running with him stride for stride. Not 
from pursuers) but himself) years, aots, deeds omitted 
and committed. ... All those successions of thirty years 
before, whioh had put that stain either on his white 
blood, or his blaok blood, whichever you will. • .5 
When he is caught, Christmas becomes the victim of a horrible lynohing in whioh 
the whites show their animosity toward his raoial group. Though he ran for 
many years trying to escape the hatred, Christmas remained a victim of it. • 
^William Faulkner, Light in August (New York, 1932), p. 216. 
2Ibid., pp. 211-12. 
3Ibld., p. 245. 
4Ibid., p. 91. 
5Ibid., pp. 424-25. 
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Environment and fate played a great part in his life, for human behavior seem$ 
to be too inevitably tragio to be corrected. He is a picture of Faulkner’s 
most Important Negro character, whS^Snlike himself, is unable to esoape the 
horrors of the South. ^ The sympathy of two whites of this story toward Christmas 
fate disparages the moonlight and magnolia oonventions. Though his grandmother, 
"Old Doo" Hines' wife, had not seen Christmas sinoe he was an infant, she never 
waoered in her love toward him as her own child. She wished desperately that 
"things could be right for one day as though nothing had ever happened," as 
g 
she always wanted conditions to be in the South. ROY. Gail Hightower, who 
dwelt so muoh in the past that he was incapable of facing the present,® displayed 
his objective and impersonal sympathy for the victim when he falsely sweared 
that he was with him the night of the murderfor he knew what the fate of 
the Negro would be at the meroy of his oppressors. He laments for him and 
for mankinds 
If it is oertain proved, that he has Negro 
blood. . .Think, Byrons what it will mean when 
the people — if they oatoh him ... Poor man. 
Poor mankind.5 
Faulkner's oharaoters, both blaok and white, not unlike Christmas,6 
possessed a curious sense of submission to their fate. They were haunted, 
obsessed, driven forward by some inner necessity. Like Christmas pursued by 
a mob, turned at the end to meet and aooept death, they make no effort to fight. 
Like Miss Rosa Coldfield, in Absalom, Absalom! they exist in "that dream state 
whioh you run without moving from a terror in which you cannot believe, toward 
Hhloolm Cowley, o£. clt., p. 1. 
^William Faulkner, Light in August, p. 418. 
® Malcolm Cowley, og, pit., p. 16. 
Villiam Faulkner, Light in August, p. 439. 
6Ibid., p. 420. 
®Cf. above, p. 74. 
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a safety In whioh you have no faith.*^ Or, like the slaves freed by General 
Sherman’s arny in The ïïnvangulshed, they blindly follow the roads toward 
any river, believing that it will be their Jordan* 
They were singing, walking along the road singing, 
not even looking to either side. The dust didn't even 
settle for two days, beoause all that night they still 
passed* we sat up listening to them, and the next morn¬ 
ing every few yards along the road would be the old ones 
who oouldn't keep up ary more, sitting or lying down 
and even crawling along, calling to the others to help 
them, and the others — the young ones — not stopping, not 
even looking at them* ’Going to Jordan,’ • ■ • ’Going to 
cross Jordan.’1 
In brief, Faulkner has presented Negro characters who oftimes appear as 
persons of the plantation tradition, but who are really persons that add 
to his realistic picture. As a portrayer of truth, he seems only interested 
in that which is defective and evil in Mississippi and the South,2 for example, 
the deoadenoe and degeneracy of white gentility and white injustice and oppressioi 
toward the Negro. He seems to say that only by inflicting oruelty on woman, 
ohild, and above all the hlaok man, can the frustrated Southern male of the 
worst sort rise for an instant out of his degradation. As a naturalist, he 
sees humanity in a harsh light*3 He thus presents the most revolting pictures 
of moral oonfusion and social deoay, though he oftens balks down and writes 
pointless and undisoipllned orgies of miasmie prose. 
In contrast to the novelists of the preceding chapter, who followed olosely 
Thomas Nelson Page's school of thought, these writers of this division have 
realistically depioted the Negro as a human being. Although the Negro oharaoter, 
in many oases occupied the same plaoes of servitude, though he was a sharecropper, 
he was a man that was no more satisfied with his situation than any one would be. 
Thus, the writer concludes the study of the Mississippi novelists, 
%111 jam Faulkner, The Unvanquished, p. 128, 
'Wloolm Cowley, op. olt^ p. 15, 
?^Sts*fling Byown. op. oit., p, 178, 
TJMliiam
1;f,^uljmer7~Tbsalom. Absalom!, p. 207. 
SUMMARY 
That Mississippi as a state has not been strongly.affected, by the 
oultural awakening in the South has been pointed out earlier .in the study* 
Whatever motivation any of the novelists have had in treating the Negro character 
liberally certainly did not oome from the present social conditions existing 
within the State* It is one of the worst hot beds of prejudices in the South 
for the Negro* 
The novels in this investigation conformed to two olassificationst the 
traditional and the realistic* The treatment of the Negro has been found to 
adhere to two major patterns, a compliance with and departure from the stereo¬ 
type usage* However, in the first group there was sometimes a slight modifi¬ 
cation of the traditional* Whatever the approach, the hlaok ranged from the 
incidental person, who was a part of the looal oolor of the background, to the 
main oharaoter of the story* It has been found, moreover, that he has been 
utilised to a great extent in contemporary Mississippi flotion* 
Of the regional writers^Stark Young, the romanticist stand out* The most 
important disciple of Thomas Nelson Page, he has followed the traditional 
pattern in its physical and spiritual aspects*. He has drawn the most oharming 
outlines of Southern life by making his white characters overelaborate, 
refined, with a beauty that was very unreal* His Negro characters, slaves 
and servants, whioh were all types, were merely a part of the Southern romantic 
scene, and only as such did they enter his pages* Often when the black himself 
was not shown as a oharaoter, the reader was made oonsoious of his presence as 
a part of the setting, by white characters* In only one respeotythe oase of 
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the intelligent mulatto, "who always remembered his place" -- did Young vary 
from the stereotype. His blacks were shown in relationship with kindly and 
benevolent whites -who took good care of them as slaves and servants. 
. Other novelists who gave more attention to the preconceived black were 
Norval Richardaonn in That Late Unpleasantness, Evans Wall in his books on 
misoegenation. His Negroes, slightly developed, were presented as the loyal, 
extremely devoted persons who "lobs the white man" to the extent that "us pc' 
niggers can’t git alon’ widout him." Evans Wall has shown Negro women in 
liaisons with decadent white men of the swamp section, and in such relation- 
ships^he has emphasized the inferiority of the black race. While presenting 
the "mean nigger" and the "good nigger," Cochran has not failed to show that 
he believes in the inferiority of the Negro group. Although these writers 
gave more attention to their characters than Young, their attitudes were not 
altered in their treatment. 
While the portrayal of the Negro in Frances Gaither's Follow the Drinking 
Gourd and The Red Cock Crows, and in William Campbell's Come in at -the Door 
was mainly traditional, it was somewhat modified. In Gaither's stories, the 
slaves, though under a kind overseer and under a kind master, were not all 
satisfied with their bondage} as for example, they esoaped because their strong 
desire for freedom meant more to them than their loyalty, and other Negroes 
planned an insurrection. Campbell depicted two-well-defined Negro characters, 
one of whom was very intelligent, quite capable of reasoning. 
On the other hand, there were the authors who saw beyond the plantation 
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tradition and the geneai attitudes toward the Negro* Faulkner, the ohief ex¬ 
ponent of this group, is an honest sympathet io writer, though he of times sees 
humanity in a repellent light* In faot, he, unlike Robert Rylee^who possessed 
the power of presenting inoredible horror without brutality,^* paints the most 
revolting pictures. He has olearly shown that he does not believe in the 
glory of the old regime* Like his white oharaoters, his Negroes were presented 
unflatteringly* His blaoks are original and eonvinoing, "living creatures, 
O 
living flesh to feel pain and writhe and ory out! In his most important 
novel, Light in August, he revealed tragio experiences caused by white injustloe 
and brutality* 
Though Faulkner despairs or the present eonditions in Mississippi, his 
he 
oharaoters, and perhaps^himself, lack the oourage of their oonviotions* They 
are defeated by Popeye in Sanotuary, or they" run away like Christmas in Light 
In August,3 or they drug themselves with eloquence and aloohol like Quentin 
Compson'a father in Absalom, Absalomi, or they retire into the illusion of 
being Southern ladies, like Mrs* Compson in "who says* "It oan't 
be simply to flout and hurt me* Whoever God is, He would not permit that* 
I'm a lady*"^ 
Next in importance*to Faulkner are James Street, Robert Rylee, and 
Edward Kimbrough. Like Faulkner, they love the South and are disoontent with 
the present social eonditions* They^too, have piotured that whioh is ugly and 
unjust, butjin oontrast to Faulkner^their oharaoters haveA^èe oourage to fight 
for their ideals* They have the Dabneys, Mary Winston, Bevo Banes, Ashby Pelham, 
^Emily Clark, "Deep Dark River," Books (June 30, 1935), p. 7* 
^Sterling Brown, o£, oit., p. 178, 
5cf* above, p* 74» 
^William Faulkner, Sartorts, p* 116. 
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Jerry Clinton* From the standpoint of this study, however, all are equally 
important, for they have shown a liberal attitude toward the Negro, either in 
an analysis of him as a man, or in the portrayal of his oiroumstanoes* 
The remaining novelists of Faulkner,s sohool have, in their realistlo 
\ 
approaeh to Negro oharaoter, generally pictured him in the same olass with 
the poor whites, or as an honest sincere human being, as a viotim of white 
social injustice, and as the aesthetio and intelleetual equal of the white 
man* In the intelligent group there were Negro artists who were *quite able 
to stand shoulder to shoulder with any white creators*"*’ 
The mulatto has played a distinct part in the fiction of the Mississippi 
writers* In most oases the mixed blooded individual has been depicted as 
intelligent, whether it was beoause of his white heritage as Braxton in The 
Red Cook Crows, as Baptiste ' in Come In at the Door, and Preeieuse, the no-nation 
girl, or beoause they had natural ability as the artists in Ninth Avenue, as 
Gar Rivers in By Valour and Arms and as Joseph Christmas in Light in August* 
The idealists attributed knowledge of the mulattoes to their Anglo-Saxon 
ancestors; and have oaused the mixed blooded individuals to remain in their 
so-oalled "place*" These characters have ranged from the least significant 
in the story to the most important* 
In oonoluslon, it is apparent that the old literary attitude toward 
the Negro is present in muoh of the Mississippi f lot ion* It is even more 
obvious that a new liberalism, not yet prevalent in the State, is present 
amongst a considerable number of the novelists* They have rejected the pattern, 
^Cf* above, p* 58* 
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portrayed the individual, and have in many instances made a oonsoious effort 
to destroy the ideas about the Old South* They have shown that they believe 
in the equality of raoes, sooially, intellectually and economically* TJnlike 
the romanticists who resemble shielding parents in only telling that which is 
lovely about his child, the realists, like understanding fathers, have revealed 
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